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Throughout the history of Western art, drawing from live nude models has been 
considered one of the most efficient way to develop artistic skills. While drawing live nudes used 
to be something one had to enroll in an art school to do, life drawing has now transformed to a 
leisure practice across widely diverse cultural groups. Professional art models hold a unique 
place in contemporary society because of the profession’s historical roots with nudity and 
sexuality. The symbolic boundaries in life drawing in art schools strongly encourage 
desexualization as a necessary way of shedding the stigmatized and sexualized identity of life 
models. New forms of life drawing, however, contradict the desexualized environment, where 
the boundaries of pedagogical conventions and sexual connotations often blur. Through 
interviews with art models and participant observation in life drawing sessions in art schools, and 
recreational spaces in New York City, my dissertation examines the challenges that the social 
taboo of nudity poses to models and their experiences in the changing work environment. The 
occupational identity and meaning-making of contemporary life models have implications for 
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Life models are paid professionals who pose for visual artists. Models for life drawing 
classes are usually nude. Nudity, with its complex cultural associations, engages several 
awkward, ambiguous, and paradoxical discourses on life modelling. On the one hand, making 
drawings from nude models is a standard part of artistic training. On the other hand, in most 
public settings, naked bodily display is regarded as transgressive. Historically, while the painting 
of the nude was valued, the unclothed woman who modeled for it failed to gain respect (Borzello 
2011). Life modelling has been a stigmatized, exploitative, and underground job, with a meager 
salary, poor working conditions, and low social status. The puzzle here is how contemporary life 
models create and perceive the meaning of their work while the paradox between occupational 
demands in cultural production and the social taboo of public nudity still exists. 
Life drawing is a longstanding, pervasive artistic practice that has touched on the lives of 
many art professionals. In the late nineteenth century, life drawing was done for realistic 
representations of bodies to create sculpture, anatomical drawing, and paintings (some with 
medical themes). Despite the dominance of abstract art, drawing from nudes is still an 
underpinning practice for all serious visual artists and a regular part of training in all art schools. 
Drawing living humans enables artists to grasp the three-dimensional form of the body. Many 
artists use photo references for creating art but drawing from photographs is different than 
drawing from live nudes. The very best photographs can provide intricate details, but not the 
weight, shift and three-dimensional aspects of the human body. The most important part of life 
drawing is to draw from observation. One needs to sensitively and constantly observe to draw 
accurately. Drawing a living, breathing person improves one’s attention as it creates a sense of 
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urgency to one’s focus. Thus, life drawing cultivates observation skills and improves attention to 
detail. Moreover, the group experience of drawing from the life model helps many learn faster.  
Figure drawing is primarily done with nudes because drawing humans fully clothed 
makes it difficult to see the details of each pose. Nudity is important for learning anatomy, 
figure-ground relationships, understanding flesh tones and recognizing proportions. Moreover, in 
figurative art, sketching the clothed figure requires a detailed study of the folds and shapes of the 
garment and the way in which fabrics lies in relation to the movement of the human body.  
Animation and fashion design programs in schools continue an unbroken tradition of life 
drawing classes for students so that they can learn animated drawings and gestures. Comic 
artists, illustrators, caricaturists, and cartoonists need to master human anatomy in real life to 
believably distort or exaggerate figures. In addition, the inherent proportions and complex 
structure of the human body provides a compelling subject for many artists to improve their non-
figurative art-form. Artist, Bern Ross writes in a blog post (2017): 
When I’m inspired to paint a figure in any situation or indeed an abstract, I can refer to 
my drawings for an interesting pose or characteristic and create something freehand that 
becomes an iconic picture. Without life drawing I would not be able to sensitively draw 
three dimensional trees or a well-worn pair of boots. It’s all about volume and proportion, 
as well as distance and perspective. 
  Contemporary life models are employed in training institutions for fashion design, 
computer animation, architecture, graphic design, theatre design, and art schools, universities, art 
galleries, private studios, community art centers, and youth centers. They work in teaching 
hospitals to demonstrate anatomy and surgical procedures to medical students. Yet scholarship 
on the sociological and socio-psychological issues of contemporary art models is limited. While 
there is no dearth of historical discourse on the representation of models in Western art, the 
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subjectivities of art models cannot be adequately explained by the historical discourse on nudes 
in Western art. This dissertation explains historical and contemporary trends in life modelling 
and an in-depth analysis of the occupational subculture and work experiences of art models. It 
makes a unique empirical contribution by giving voice to art models who may face stigma, 
discrimination, and risk.  
Professional art models hold a unique place in contemporary society because of the 
profession’s historical roots and contemporary changes. The links between life modelling and 
sexual labor have historical roots. The symbolic boundaries in life drawing in art schools 
strongly encourage desexualization as a necessary way of shedding the stigmatized and 
sexualized identity of life models. New forms of life drawing, however, contradict the 
desexualized environment. My main aim is to explain changing discourses about life drawing 
and models' attitudes and experiences in new environments. The qualitative study of art 
modelling explains the complex nature of identity construction for a socially-unacceptable and 
under-valued occupation. The in-depth description of art models’ values, occupational identity, 
and social image has implications for understanding the complexities of identity management, 
social bonding, and moral boundaries in a socially unacceptable occupation. In turn, it 
illuminates how a better understanding of this complexity offers insights transferable to other 
devalued occupations and organizations.  
While drawing live nudes used to be limited to artists and students enrolled in art schools, 
now amateurs or non-artists can use local art centers and various venues to experience drawing a 
live human nude (Steinhart 2005). In New York City, one can find uninstructed, open-to-the-
public life drawing workshops without much effort. Traditional nude life drawing classes are 
growing, but the invention of new life sessions is rising at the same time. These new sessions 
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have thrived as commercial, profit-oriented businesses in recent years, growing from small scale 
underground art events to franchised programs and services. This kind of life drawing session is 
organized to entertain, not to train art students. Life drawing has transformed into a recreational 
practice across widely diverse cultural groups, where the meaning of pedagogical conventions 
and sexual connotations are often opaque. The popularity of recreational life drawing is an 
outcome of urban consumer culture and changing attitudes towards sexuality. Thus, the current 
rebranding of life drawing as a recreational activity presents a potentially complex ideological 
dilemma. The discourses around life-drawing play a significant role in the image formation of 
models. Life models and artists define life modelling as creative and non-sexual (Philip 2006). A 
central question is whether the commercialization of life drawing affects the social image of life 
modelling. 
The analysis is based on in-depth interviews with models, artists, art organizers, and 
model coordinators and on observations in life drawing classes. Applying symbolic interaction, 
production of culture, and art history, the initial research questions that guided the dissertation 
are: What are the outcomes of psychological and social estrangement, stigmatization, and 
potential victimization for the art models? What are the coping mechanisms and resistance 
tactics? How have cultural changes in the practice of life drawing blurred the boundaries 
between sex-work and art training? How do new environments affect model attitudes and 
experiences?  How have contemporary life models negotiated changes in life drawing? Using a 
constructionist perspective, this dissertation demonstrates how the blurring boundaries of art and 
entertainment affect the lives of models. I investigate how life models feel working in bars and 






This thesis develops an account of an occupation where art, sex, education, and leisure 
interact. In this vein, I employ a variety of critical disciplines and methodologies. The lines of 
inquiry are derived from the production of culture, the sociology of work, micro-
sociology/presentations of self, and art history. The analytical tools used are strategies for action, 
frames, repertoires, symbolic boundaries, and narratives. These concepts are essential for 
examining intersubjective meanings and cultural structures associated with work.  
Evolving trends in life modelling: Boundaries and distinctions in art practice 
The role of art models has changed as the meaning and importance of life drawing has 
changed. Artists studied the naked human form as well as its underlying anatomy as early as 
Greek civilization. This dissertation traces the professionalization of modelling by examining the 
employment of models in art schools or their employment by working artists.  
Scholars have explored the changing gender and ethnic preferences of art models in the 
historical discourse (Lathers 2001; Waller 2006). Through shifts in the selection of models, from 
the exotic Italian or Jewish type to the more prevalent Parisian, scholars have provided a 
historical context for the profession. Race, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation provide 
physical traits or characteristics that often define beauty, sexuality, worthiness, and morality. The 
popularity of literature and the expansion in popular prints as well as ever changing social trends 
played a role in the emergence of the stereotype of art models (Borzello 2011; Lathers 2001; 
Waller 2006).  
The aesthetics of life drawing are different from hegemonic beauty standards (Chan 
2010). Since the aim of figure drawing classes is to learn to draw humans of all kinds—male and 
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female models of all ages, shapes, nationalities, races, and ethnicities are hired rather than only 
models with beautiful bodies. As new forms of life studios grow, and life drawing is promoted as 
a leisure practice (Mayhew 2010), how do artists describe, judge, appreciate, or reject models’ 
bodies in contemporary life drawing? Is there diversity in contemporary life drawing and more 
tolerance of differences in physical size and appearance?  
Occupation subculture: Meaning and Identity 
Contemporary models value life modelling for reasons that are intrinsic to the process of 
modelling itself. Phillips (2006) found that models feel more powerful and see themselves as 
attractive through modelling. Models also considered the experience of being gazed at in the 
studio as empowering (Chan 2010). Previous scholars, however, have only looked at models who 
worked in university classrooms and art studios. How models feel about life drawing in bars or 
non-traditional art spaces has not been studied. As new forms of life drawing are created, the 
boundaries between modelling for sex-based entertainment and modelling for art practice blur. 
How has the changing environment of life drawing rooms affected the lives of models?  
Life drawing sessions are communal drawing sessions that occur on a collaborative and 
social plane. Becker (1982) looks at how art is shaped by collective action and conventions 
essential to the art world. Becker's work on musicians and their audience analyzed the hostility 
that arises out of the interaction of the professional and the layman in working situations. He 
revealed the dance musicians’ values system: “anti-conformism; unconventionality; anti-
discriminatory; sexual freedom; individualism; tolerance; creativity; and self-isolation” (Becker 
2014: 537). Similarly, I explore whether contemporary models feel isolated from artists or share 
camaraderie. I examine working conditions—salary range, incentives and hiring process—and 
how they vary in different life rooms. Previous research has found that art models prefer working 
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in private studios than university classroom because of better working conditions, better pay, and 
more skilled artists (Phillips 2006: 9).  
 
This study explores how interactions in the life drawing studio foster civility as well as 
define the studio as a professional and non-sexual environment. I frame the research by 
hypothesizing that members define and maintain life drawing sessions as non-sexual, legitimate, 
and professional in formal classrooms and private studios (Phillips 2006). How do new forms of 
organization redefine the distinctions between entertainment and serious art training? The main 
conceptual framework I apply is Goffman’s micro-social behavior in public setting. The 
interactions, administrative measures, spatial and temporal arrangement in life drawing studios 
are regulated by discipline. Goffman’s dramaturgical tradition (1956) provides a sophisticated 
framework for understanding how social and emotional order as well as civility are sustained in 
dramatic body-rituals bound by morality. Erving Goffman's work contains a complex set of 
concepts relevant to the analysis of civility and detailed depictions of the rules of public conduct. 
For example, in art school classes or other academic settings, stringent rules are observed to 
maintain decorum and non-sexual activity (Philips 2006). Goffman’s theoretical model is also 
useful to study “less than ideal situations.” “Incidents” or embarrassments happen in any social 
setting, but in the presence of a nude body, surprises bring a greater sense of vulnerability.  
The occupational subculture of art models is in line with Cressey’s study of taxi dance 
halls (2008).1 Like Cressey’s taxi dancer, contemporary life models are part of a “located” 
                                                 
 
1 A taxi dance hall was a type of partner-dance hall in the 1920s where dancers (who were usually young 
women) called taxi dancers were paid to dance with patrons (usually males). The patrons of taxi dance 
halls would typically buy dance tickets to dance with the dancers. Each ticket bought entitled the buyer to 




occupational subculture that is subject to its own “code of conduct,” as reflected in tacit rules. 
His work is significant because it raises questions about the role of work in defining people’s 
sense of belonging and identity. This study also makes use of the dominant and sensory 
depictions of the actual distinctive social worlds. What “social webs” (Geertz 1973: 4-5) are 
woven around the events and rituals, instructions and communal ties in life drawing rooms? Do 
models struggle with matters of appropriate behavior and organizational membership and 
making meaning of their lives? Do new forms of life drawing create feelings of “confusion, lost 
authenticity and inner emptiness” in art models?  
Life models realize that their work is socially unacceptable (Phillips 2006). Dudley 
(2000), working from Goffman’s (1968) initial conceptualization defined stigma as negative 
labels assigned to a person or groups of people when their characteristics, behaviors, and actions 
are considered as deviating from societal norms. Contemporary models relate to perceptions of 
stigma, and stigma varies across organizations—university classrooms, open studios2 or meet-up 
groups. I explain how the negative stereotype of art models might bear out in interpersonal 
relationships. How do models express acceptance or pride in their work? It focuses on the 
situational nature (Crocker 1999; Crocker and Quinn 2001) and relational characteristics of 
stigmatization process. Do professional or amateur artists or model coordinators hold prejudices 
towards art models? What are the outcomes of psychological and social estrangement, 
stigmatization and potential victimization for the art models? What are the coping mechanisms 
and resistance tactics?  
                                                 
 





CHAPTER OVERVIEW  
 
This dissertation has five substantive chapters. It begins with a history of life modelling 
and how life modelling has evolved into regulated casual labor in formal art training. Chapter 1 
discusses how the constructed identities of models are linked with the social history of ethno-
sexuality. The main argument is that though life modelling has been integrated into formal art 
training, the discourse on nudes in painting could not fully break its link with eroticism.  
Chapter 2 explains how contemporary art models assimilate into the occupational culture 
of life modelling. The focus is twofold: how a shared belief in professionalism among models 
developed and how models adopted these shared perceptions and beliefs. In this vein, I explain 
the creative, emotional, and bodily practices that models deploy to achieve professional 
recognition. The main aspects of learning to be a life model are body, emotional, and aesthetic 
labor, and professionalism.  
Following the discussion of how contemporary art models are integrated into their 
occupational culture, I proceed to explain the challenges that models face because of precarity, 
low pay, social stigma, and finding dignity at work. Art models need the affirmation that comes 
from gaining respect and dignity in a desexualized work environment.  
Chapter 4 analyzes how a desexualized environment normalizes nudity, maintains 
professionalism, and protects the integrity of life models. I describe written and unwritten rules, 
symbolic boundaries, and conceptual distinctions that models make between objects, people, and 
practices. Because of widespread elisions between nude modelling and sex work, life models 
deploy professional identifications and use boundary-setting devices or techniques that 
distinguish them from sex workers.  
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Following the discussion of the desexualization of traditional life drawing in chapter 4, 
the last chapter turns to new forms of life drawing and how non-traditional life drawing 
sexualizes and re-stigmatizes life modelling. Chapter 5 is principally concerned with changes 
occurring within life drawing and how it has spread from being a highly regulated practice 
confined to art institutions with strict pedagogical settings to recreational, semi-professional 
spaces. The new forms of life drawing are peripheral to the domains of “serious” art and 
“serious” life drawing, where the boundaries of stylistic conventions, aesthetic concerns, and 















DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
My central research questions are: What are the outcomes of psychological and social 
estrangement, stigmatization, and potential victimization for art models? What are their coping 
mechanisms and resistance tactics? How have cultural changes in the practice of life drawing 
blurred the boundaries between sex-work and art training? What are models’ attitudes and 
experiences in new environments? How have contemporary life models negotiated changes in 
life drawing? My primary intention is investigating how life models feel about working in new 
forms of life drawing sessions in bars and pubs compared to traditional life drawing sessions in 
art studios and university classrooms. Thus, qualitative research lends significant value to 
assessing the lived experiences of art models. Qualitative’ methods—ethnography and in-depth- 
interviews—are used to answer questions about the experience, meaning, and perspective of art 
models. 
A year of ethnographic fieldwork—consisting of intensive participant observation of life 
drawing sessions; informal discussion with owners, models, monitors,3 and artists; and analysis 
of the spatial arrangement and temporal dimension of studios—was conducted in 2016 at drop-in 
studios, meet-up groups, and non-traditional studios in New York. Comparisons of both formal 
and informal figure drawing sessions provided rich data. The art sessions that were attended did 
not require members to be an artist. Anyone (professional artist/ non-artist/ amateur artist) could 
drop in to attend a session. These sessions ranged from 3 to 4 hours.  
    The observations focused on interpersonal interactions, and informal discussions 
with artists, instructors, and models. I explored how members are taught, if at all, to desexualize 
                                                 
 
3 One who coordinates the sessions and collects fees and fines from the students and artists.  
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their interactions. What formal and informal rules and policies associated with each 
organizational culture prohibit sexual relations and sexual harassment? Are there professional 
codes of conduct? What are the reactions of artists towards the models? Are the rules implicitly 
about protecting models? What is allowed? When do people “cross the line” (according to rules 
and policies, and in actuality)? What happens if people break the rules? Are the policies written 
or “understood”? Do people feel that they can use the rules and policies? Research was not 
limited to questions composed in advance. Indeed, fieldwork was also open to unexpected events 
or situations as “surprises are the essence of ethnography, in which research is sometimes 
indebted to serendipity and the discovery of valuable things that had not been originally sought” 
(Duneier, Kasinitz, and Murphy 2014: 3).  
Snowball sampling was used to recruit interview respondents. The interview participants 
were selected in two ways. First, the artists and art models at selected studios were asked to be 
interviewed at that moment, or they were asked to set up an interview later. The selection criteria 
for the models were that they be over 18 years of age, work as a fine arts model for monetary 
compensation, be available to meet me in person for an interview. There were no restrictions 
regarding the participant’s gender identity, or sexual orientation, because the focus of this study 
was to investigate work experiences. Once initial contact was made, an interview was requested. 
Interviews took place at several different private and mutually convenient locations such as the 
home or studio of the interviewee. Second, drawing event organizers and model coordinators in 
art schools and open studios were asked to send emails to all models requesting them to come 
forward and discuss their work. In all, 30 in-depth interviews (25 of which were with art models) 
with artists, model coordinators, administrators, and art models were conducted in New York. 
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Models were working in studios, university classrooms, and unconventional life drawing rooms. 
In-depth interviews allowed participants to narrate their stories in their own words.  
All participants were interviewed between April and December 2016. To ensure the 
participant’s understanding of the research purpose, procedure, potential risks and benefits, rights 
to withdraw from the study at any time before its dissemination, conditions of confidentiality, 
and consent to voluntary participation, I discussed the content of the informed consent before our 
interview. Although the in-depth interview method allows data to be collected in a thorough and 
extensive manner, recruiting participants who were available for in-depth interviews taking up to 
3-4 hours of time without monetary compensation was difficult. All interviews were recorded 
with an audio-recorder after gaining oral or written consent from the participants. All the 
participants have been treated in accordance to the ethical guidelines of the American 
Sociological Association (ASA) and the City University of New York Institutional Review 
Board (IRB). There was the possibility that art models would feel uncomfortable discussing their 
experiences or personal information.  Every caution was taken to ensure that all the participants 
felt safe, comfortable, and had the freedom to withdraw from the study if they felt the need.  
Microsoft Word files were created for the interviews, observations, documents, and 
journal entries. All files are protected by setting a password. All files are saved on my laptop for 
which only I have access. Although there are no identifiable risks for participating in this study, a 
few considerations have been kept in mind when dealing with art models, e.g., all names used in 
the dissertation are pseudonyms. 
A survey questionnaire was used for demographic and background questions. The 
questions captured: perceived societal reactions to nude modelling; subcultural ties to the life 
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modelling occupation; and conventional support systems available to life models (Appendix II). 
Societal reaction included questions asking how respondents believe their family, friends, and 
significant others view their choice of occupation. Subcultural ties assessed one’s formal and 
informal ties to the subculture of life modelling. Questions pertaining to both physical barriers 
and perceived restraints were also asked. Issues included whether modelling serves as one’s 
primary source of income, feelings of entrapment, time spent preparing for a performance, and 
relationships that exist within life modelling.  
The participants' perceptions, feelings and experiences were emphasized as the 
paramount object of study. The raw data in the in-depth interview transcriptions, and field notes 
compiled during participant observation were used to produce a narrative. In this form of 
analysis, the focus was on the interpretations of events and experiences related in the narratives. 
Thematic analysis was conducted to create established, meaningful patterns through the process 
of coding in six stages: familiarization with data, generating initial codes, searching for themes 
among codes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, and producing the final report. As 
this research was broad, more information was sought regarding whatever participants 
emphasized. Themes emerged gradually after repeated observations and interviews, which then 
led me to focus on these themes in follow-up meetings and during analysis of the data.  
The goal of analysis was to develop categories of meaning that emerged from patterns in 
the data. After the data were collected, I transcribed the tape-recorded interview as fully and 
accurately as possible. All interview transcripts were read and coded according to a grounded 
theory approach. Data were organized by making duplicate copies of the transcripts and field 
notes and then highlighted with assorted colors. Microsoft Word was used to mark material that 
fit in distinct categories, and these categories were then classified under different category 
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headings. To do this type of sorting, I chose a manual, hands-on approach over software 
packages; a hands-on approach allows the researcher to see commonalities that are sometimes 
blunted by technology, which often misses links between categories. In addition to ethnography 
and interviews, secondary research—biographies, art history books, news articles, art magazines, 
blogs and art school/studio drawing event websites—were used.  
Description of the sample  
Table 1 (see Appendix IV) shows interviewee demographic characteristics. The sample 
consisted of 14 female and 11 male models (Appendix IV). The sample was predominantly white 
(14) with four black, one Native American, one Asian American, three mixed or other race and 
two Hispanic individuals. Models in this study ranged from 23 to 63 years of age; the mean age 
of the respondents was 43. Most of the models were American citizens (21), one model was 
Canadian, and three were French. Only one model was a college student. Models were asked 
about their highest educational degree. Eight models reported that they have bachelor’s degrees, 
followed by master’s degrees (6), three reported high school diplomas, three had some college 
degree, three had associate degrees, and two had vocational training. In my sample, just over half 
of the models were single (13), five were married, four in a relationship, two were divorced, and 
one was separated.  
Table 2 (see Appendix V) shows work characteristics. The mean time of participation in 
life modelling was 17 years (Appendix V). The average weekly working hours were 16.52. 
Twenty-four models in my sample had previously worked or were currently working in art 
schools. Sixteen models reported that they had previously or were currently working in drink and 




CHAPTER 1. ETHNO-SEXUAL BOUNDARIES AND FORMALIZATION OF LIFE 
MODELLING 
If you want to change the culture, 




Symbolic boundaries are the lines that classify, demarcate, include, exclude, categorize, 
and define people, groups, and objects (Epstein 1992: 232). In almost every historical period, 
boundaries have emerged as boundaries of land, as national boundaries, or as ethical or moral 
boundaries. These distinctions are expressed through norms, prohibitions, cultural attitudes and 
practices, and patterns of likes, dislikes, fears, and taboos. In Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas 
(1966) examines the role of classification systems and rituals in creating symbolic boundaries of 
taboos, fears, and beliefs. Based on the theory of symbolic boundaries and art history and 
criticism in Europe and North America, this chapter reviews ethno-sexual boundary processes in 
several historical settings, mainly focusing on the history of ethno-sexuality in art and the 
development of life modelling as casual labor in formal art training. I have explored how the 
perception of fine arts models is a direct reflection of the social construction of race, gender, 
morality, and occupation. My analysis includes anecdotes on artist-model transactions and public 
reactions to the artist and live models, biographical writings, and works of literature, poetry, and 
scholarship on art history. The identities of models are interwoven with accounts of the lives of 
models and the social history of ethno-sexuality. Though life modelling has evolved into a 
relatively regulated form of labor, mainly removed from the suspicion of illicit artist-model 
relationships, the discourse of nudes in painting cannot fully break its link with eroticism. 
Exoticization and eroticization in art have contributed to the sexualized image of art models.  
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CASUAL LABOR IN FORMAL ART TRAINING 
 
The recorded history of early life modelling can be traced back to ancient Greece where 
religions embraced the physical beauty and athleticism of the human body, seeing physical 
beauty as literally “divine.” Consequently, Greek artists believed in working from nude models 
as an aid to artistic training. In the words of Mervyn Levy, “Greek artists sought to distill from 
existing and quite objective sources, the shape of an ideal image. This was hewn from reality, not 
from imagination” (1961: 28). Borzello (2011) suggests that fine male athletes or beautiful 
female models were hired for initial drawings while slaves are likely to have been used for the 
more tiresome and laborious work of posing for long hours. 
 In contrast to Greek civilization, the early Christian’s values of chastity and celibacy 
condemned public nudity. Their values emphasized spirit over flesh; artists began to work in an 
abstract, two-dimensional linear style that eliminated corporeality. Art did not embrace the 
beauty of the body but its corruptibility and vulnerability. Art subjects were limited to the 
creation of imagery and religious themes from Christianity. Moral values during this period 
discouraged the study of, or drawing from, the nude. As a result, direct observation of the naked 
body was viewed as a disturbance of the religious code, and the idea of life drawing disappeared.  
During the Renaissance, a period of humanist principles and scientific study, the artist 
was finally liberated from the moral standards of the Church and able to focus on the naked 
human body (Levy 1961:35). Artists obsessively searched for the elusive ideal form; Greek 
sculpture and ancient art reappeared to inform these artists’ work. Life drawing had become the 
detailed study of the human body; mastering the skills of drawing anatomy, capturing the right 
proportions, and the three-dimensional form challenged artists. Consequently, Renaissance artists 
endeavored to observe the human body and anatomy rigorously. For example: 
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 Leonardo4 considered it necessary for all artists to study anatomy from both life and 
dissection but this was entirely in keeping with the spirit of inquiry that permeated 
Renaissance society. Michelangelo also took up the challenge and it is he who represents 
Renaissance enthusiasm for the naked male body at its most extreme, portraying every 
muscle and sinew in different action poses (Stroud Life Drawing N.d.).  
A major transition occurred when art schools began to formalize life drawing whose aim 
was to develop drawing skills based on detailed observation. The mastery of drawing live 
humans was the proof of artistic skill (Borzello 2011). Though the Royal Academy of Arts in 
London began life drawing classes in 1768, the United States was slower to adopt the discipline 
than Europe. It wasn’t until 1837 that the National Academy of Design in New York introduced 
life drawing classes to its “curriculum for advanced male students” (National Academy of 
Design N.d.); this was followed by the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,5 which founded a 
Life Academy in 1880.  
In the case of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, the presence of Thomas Eakins6 
as Pennsylvania arts educator made such a change possible:  
Eakins' teaching ideas led to a much greater emphasis on the study of human anatomy, 
including dissections of animals and human cadavers and increased emphasis on the nude 
model. In turn, he de-emphasized the study of the antique casts, encouraging students to 
work directly from a figure. Eakins also introduced a sculpture class in modelling the 
body from life, a practice that heretofore had not existed in American art schools” 
(Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts n.d).  
The life class at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts followed strict rules. For example, 
the Committee on Instruction deliberated: “the question of masking the female model and 
requiring her to be covered during her periods of rest was discussed. Decided that it should be 
                                                 
 
4“Leonardo da Vinci was not content only learning to draw the surface of the human body but wanted to 
learn details about human anatomy. He studied human anatomy through the dissection of 30 corpses of 
men and women of all ages, including an unborn fetus of about seven months” (Stroud Life Drawing).  
5 The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, founded in 1805 (Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts). 
6 Thomas Cowperthwait Eakins (July 25, 1844 – June 25, 1916) was an American realist painter, 
photographer, sculptor, and fine arts educator. 
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optional with the model-with a preference for entirely dispensing with the mask and other 
covering” (Sellin 1976: 55). 
 
Though the Life Academy began to have formal rules, female models who posed partially 
or fully nude were still associated with prostitutes, as the issue of nudity remained an abiding 
link between the stigmatized occupations. Like prostitutes, life models are paid to disrobe. 
Nudity involving money preserved the association of the model and prostitutes in the public 
view.  
The professionalization of the art business made payment to models a focal point of the 
activity- posing became like prostitution, an unofficial job; a network of models, 
actresses, and prostitutes formed, and some women did move between the professions; as 
public urban space emerged as a modern concern and as the rise of urbanization caused 
an increase in prostitution in cities such as Paris and London. Prostitutes and models 
roamed the streets. The latter were sought by artists at “model markets,” squares where 
male and female models congregated and waited for work. In addition, models were often 
from lower classes, and this led many to willfully or unconsciously confuse them with 
prostitutes (Ditmore 2006: 47).  
In Philadelphia, it was difficult to find a model who would pose naked (Sellin 1976:24). 
Thomas Eatkins explained the means for hiring female models: “The old plan was for the 
students or offices to visit low houses of prostitution and bargain with the inmates. This course 
was degrading…& its result was models coarse, flabby, ill-formed and unfit in every way for the 
requirements of a school…often friends sat for each other” (Sellin 1976:29).  
A significant obstacle to “professional recognition” was models’ inability to reveal their 
trade in public; a situation which again reflects the enduring connection between the model and 
the prostitute (Desmarais, Postle, and Vaughan 2006:16). But “in the census of 1891, the 
majority of women employed by graphic Victorian graphic artist Edward Sambourne described 
their occupation as that of artist model—which suggests that modelling was their principle 
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source of income, and that they did not consider the work sufficiently socially stigmatized to 
conceal it from the authorities” (Desmarais et al. 2006:17). Models adopted a passive role, 
entirely depending on artists’ social contracts and referral in finding jobs (Desmarais et al. 
2006:17). The later nineteenth century, however, saw the development of networks created by 
models themselves (Desmarais et al. 2006). 
 
Towards the beginning of the twentieth century, the art model was part of a wider 
educational framework, and opportunities to study the nude model increased dramatically. 
During the early decades of the twentieth century, art schools changed, models became more 
organized and professional, and models were willing to seek professional recognition. The first 
modelling union established in London in 1920. It campaigned for fair pay, employment rights, 
regular hours, and uniform terms of employment (Borzello 2011). During the twentieth century, 
life modelling organizations were formed to provide a network and a support group to 
standardize rates of pay and improve working conditions. The foundation of the Art Workers’ 
Club for Women, which functioned as something of a union for artists’ models in turn-of-the-
twentieth century New York, an extraordinary organization that helped make art modelling a 
profession rather than an occasional occupation (Slater 2004).  
With the rising wave of nudism, and the increasing association of nudity with autonomy 
and health, some of the remaining social stigma surrounding nude modelling declined. Along 
with the cultural codes of modern society, artists in London began “treating the nude figure as 
objectively as possible” (Postle and Vaughan 1999: 18). By the 1940s, progressive art schools 
embraced a professional and dispassionate view of the nude model as simply an object whose 
shape and form must be scientifically observed and drawn unemotionally (Postle and Vaughan 
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1999: 18).  
 Social disapproval changed to media acceptance, and even a few models could make a 
living on the glamor of the unconventional lifestyle. One such prominent example was Quentin 
Crisp, a homosexual life model in conservative England who worked for many public art 
schools in and around London. Crisp stated that “someone masquerading as a model was 
frequently only a typist with romantic ideas, a hooligan in need of funds, or a dancer who had 
not made the grade” (Crisp 1986: 129). Crisp’s autobiography was even turned into a TV 
special, The Naked Civil Servant, revealing how mainstream modelling had become. Another 
example was Audrey Marie Munson, known as the “American Venus,” who was the model or 
direct inspiration for more than fifteen statues in New York City.  
In recent centuries, models were hired from the lower strata of society. In the late 
twentieth century, in contrast, college graduates, dancers, and actors took up modelling. Elisa 
Decker, who posed for Philip Pearlstein and Raphael Soyer, is a painter herself, and Valeria 
Curvelo, also a Pearlstein model, is a ceramicist (Glueck 1986). There was a greater social 
acceptance of art modelling due to changing attitudes towards nudity and the attempts of 
various guilds to provide professional recognition to art models. For example, the Bay Area 
Models Guild7 (BAMG), the Holloway Life Drawing Working Workshop, and the Register of 
Artist Models8 were all organizations formed for improved pay and working status for life 
                                                 
 
7 “The Bay Area Models’ Guild (BAMG) is a member-run professional organization for artists’ models 
in the San Francisco Bay Area. Technically a California non-profit mutual benefit corporation, the Guild 
has written by-laws, a board of directors, and officers” (Bay Area Models Guild).  
 
8 “The origins of RAM can be traced back to 1992, when two full-time life models, Angela 
Snowdon and Vic Stevens, decided to set up a life drawing workshop in Holloway, North 
London. Both had begun their life modelling careers in the 1960s.Initially, the idea was simply to 
be able to pay themselves more than the appalling rates generally obtainable at that time” 




In the twentieth century, the attitude towards nudity changed when the legal definitions of 
obscenity became more relaxed (Steinhart 2005). The variety of legal adult entertainment that 
represented eroticism, secrecy, and the transgression of taboos proliferated. Strip clubs and urban 
adult entertainment businesses flourished as society went through a sexual revolution and 
became more accepting of exhibitions of sexuality. The production and consumption of 
pornography proliferated in the latter half of the twentieth century because of the introduction 
of home video, and the Internet produced a boom in the worldwide porn industry.  
This cultural change created the transparent gap between the art world and sexual 
entertainment. In the realm of high art, the effort of desexualization is, in part, in opposition to 
pornography. The conventions in art contradict the codes and functions of pornography—
titillation, obscenity and sensationalism. Or, as Segal and McIntosh (1993: 283) explain, 
“through a process of mutual definition, the two categories keep each other and the whole system 
in place.” With obscenity as the focus of sexual regulation, high art had to be maintained as an 
edifying, moral, and privileged form of cultural consumption. Emphasis was placed on the nude 
as an ideal form that embodies perfection, universality, and unity” (Nead 1990: 329). Above all, 
the drawing and painting of the nude had to break any association with entertainment or sexual 
arousal (Steinhart 2005). Opposing aspects of commercialization, the painting of nudes was to 
reflect only aesthetic appeal. The artist’s studio became only a pedagogical setting and held no 
scope for sexual desire.  






In the twentieth century, artists acknolwledged that models play an active role in the 
production of art. Reading models in this way—as artists’collaborator in the process of artistic 
production—illuminates their status. Edwin Howland (December 5, 1848 – October 12, 1936), 
an American painter and muralist, revealed in the New York Times (1905) that “the girls who 
pose for us are nearly all graduates of good schools and are intelligent and refined.” “The more 
intelligent that they are the more work for them”. This recognition of models’ intelligence and 
artistic temperament rescued modelling labor from obscurity. 
Fine art models have been written about extensively in art history and literature. But the 
focus has been on the personal details of models. The sensational details of the romantic liasons 
between models and artists in literature overlook the significance of fine art modelling as artistic 
labor. According to Slater, “artists and models considered labor to be an important performance 
done best by those with ‘’artistic intelligence’” (Slater 2004: 229). He cites the example of 
working class models’ artistc labor and their contribution to art history. The working-class 
models who worked for Gibson9 like Minnie Clark contributed to the creation of an icon that 
came to symbolize the new American woman (Slater 2004). The “new woman” or “Gibson girl” 
represented the visual ideal of an independent and often well-educated, highly competent, 
physically strong young woman poised to enjoy a more active role in the public arena than 
women of preceding generations.  
 
 
                                                 
 
9 Charles Dana Gibson (September 14, 1867 – December 23, 1944) was an American graphic artist best 
known for his creation of the Gibson Girl in 1890s and 1900s. 
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ETHNO-SEXUAL ASPECTS OF NUDE MODELLING  
 
Though the art world began to oppose forms of pornography, the burden of the history of 
ethno-sexuality in art did not break the link between nudity and eroticism; the sensual aspects of 
the art of the nude always remain. As Sir Kenneth Clark persuasively said, “no nude, however 
abstract, should fail to arouse in the spectator some vestige of erotic feeling” (1956). On one 
hand, there is the long history of ethno-sexuality in art, where ethno-sexual constructions blend 
eroticism and exoticism. Exotica and over-sexualized bodies have been glorified. In public view, 
the image of nude models had an unbroken link with eroticism.  
The discussion of ethno-sexual boundary processes in several historical settings covers 
the inclusion and exclusion of ethnic traits, sexual policing of nationalism, and hyper-sexuality. 
Stereotypes associated with race and ethnicity often contain sexualized images and erotic 
stereotypes of “others.” Following Nagel’s (2003) work on “ethnosexual frontiers,” ethno-
sexuality resides in “sites where ethnicity is sexualized, and sexuality is racialized, ethnicized, 
and nationalized” (14). Stereotypes associated with race and ethnicity often contain sexualized 
images and erotic stereotypes of “others.” How models’ bodies are distinguished and how they 
are described, judged, appreciated, or rejected is a useful indicator of the idealization of racial-
ethnic traits and the censorship of others.  
Discussions about race and ethnicity are confusing unless terms are defined. Three main 
aspects are considered in defining race and ethnicity: relational, non-static, and social 
constructionism of physical and social traits. Weber (1985: 237) defines ethnicity as a 
subjectively felt sense of belonging based on belief in a shared culture and common ancestry. 
According to the Hartmann and Cornell (2007), ethnicity is a relational construct used to 
distinguish one group from another with the notion that one group shares similar traits that the 
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other does not (2007:20). Race is defined as a “human group defined by itself or others as 
distinct by perceived common physical characteristics that are held to be inherent” (2007:25). 
Social construction is fluid, as the meaning that is assigned to the categories changes with 
existing social and scientific thought. Thus, the social categorization of racial and ethnic 
characteristics is never static. Race and racial categories are instead created and maintained 
through social processes and social interaction that sociologists call racialization. The production 
of racial and ethnic distinction requires social, cultural, and often political recognition, definition, 
and reinforcement and collective assertion and acceptance to become social reality.  
Idealized bodies and the exclusion of other 
The continuously changing attention to different kinds of models and artistic 
reclamations of the body reveal the interplay of gender, race, ethnicity and sexuality. Looking at 
the ways in which artists approached the live model throughout the nineteenth century, I find 
distinct types of models—Italian, Jewish, Parisian, and German—that writers and visual artists 
used in the creation of their works. Each type is interpreted as evidence of social inclusion and 
exclusion in the art world. For example, specific assumptions of ethnicity resulted in the 
exclusion of Jewish men and the inclusion of Italian men as art models. The dominance of 
Jewish female models and then Italian female models in 19th-century France is the outcome of 
an evolution in identities that caused a preference for certain “ethnic” bodies. As such, the 
inclusion and the exclusion of models reveals the social climate of the period. Immigration 
patterns, the emergence of syphilis, anti-Semitism, the ideology of racial purity, and nationalism 
influenced the dynamics in the world of art modelling in France and Nazi Germany. The degree 
to which the dominant body ideal is accepted in art ateliers exemplifies the racialized perspective 
on sexuality and aesthetics.  
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The female model represented a positive image of the belle Juive10 in early to mid-
nineteenth-century Europe (Jiminez 2001:16), but Jewish male bodies represented a unpleasant 
view of money and greed (Jiminez 2001:17). Josephine Marix's11 was an example of a Jewish 
working-class model whose ideal image was constructed not only by artistic practices but by 
evolving discourse on gender, race, and ethnicity. Marix’s sisters Seraphine and Jeanne were also 
valued models, and the three were sometimes referred to as the “three Marix” (Jiminez 2001: 
351). The Jewish female model was highly prized and was hired especially for paintings of 
historical, religious, or literary themes. But during the late nineteenth century, the positive view 
of the Jewish woman as belle Juive (“beautiful Jewess”) disappeared when concerns related to 
“syphilis, prostitution, and other woes of the modern city were projected on to the Jewish body” 
(Jiminez 2001: 16).  
Italian models then substituted Jewish models’ in the atelier. Italians immigrated to Paris 
during 1852-70 (Jiminez 2001:17), and many male and female posers contributed to the art 
world. In England, Italian models were thought to be the best, and their popularity increased 
alongside their immigration patterns during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Italian 
models were treasured as ideal beauties and talented posers. Along the same lines as Jewish 
women, Italian models were considered to possess an “oriental” quality (Jiminez 2001). 
Rappoport (1913) thought that Italians were best at their jobs because of the respectable and 
honorable status of the life modelling occupation in Italy. Among the strong supporters of the 
Italians were the artists Leightons, Brune-Jones, Polynter and Watts (Borzello 2011 ). But then 
                                                 
 
10An alluring character, la belle juive (literally, “the beautiful Jewess”) was symbolic of 
nineteenth-century romantic European literature (Jiminez 2001).  
11Joséphine Marix (or Maryx), whose real name was Joséphine Bloch, posed for artists in 1840s 
Paris (Jiminez 2001).  
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the rising wave of nationalism in France replaced Italian models with French models. Popular 
artists like Thomas Couture12 encouraged the rejection of Jewish and Italian models, and the 
artist community followed his advice (Lathers 2001: 38).  
Drawing and painting from live models took a repressive political form during Nazism. 
Nazi art attempted to exemplify the “German virtues” of industry, self-sacrifice, and “Aryan” 
racial purity (Adam 1992). Its paintings and sculpture represented strength, beauty, power, 
purity, and ideal body types. Depictions of the nude body in German art had been rare but 
became more common with the introduction of Nazi ideology in art (Pirinen 2007). Fritz 
Klimsch,13 Richard Scheibe,14 Josef Thorak,15 and Arno Breker16 were official sculptors whose 
monumental style reflected the Third Reich preference for muscular neo-classical nude sculpture. 
A combative spirit and an athletic body were idolized. Artwork portrayed bravery, militarism, 
and a warlike imagery, while embracing white supremacy. The image of the nude male, 
expressing the ideal of the Aryan race was popularized. The depiction of nude females was also 
common, though they tended to be less significant as the culture of hegemonic masculinity 
dominated.  
                                                 
 
12 Thomas Couture is best known for his 1847 masterpiece, Romans During the Decadence. 
 
13 Fritz Klimsch (10 February 1870, Frankfurt– 30 March 1960, Freiburg) was a German sculptor 
 
14 Richard Scheibe (19 April 1879, Chemnitz – 6 October 1964, Berlin) was a German artist and primarily 
remembered as a sculptor, who received various awards during the Third Reich.  
 
15 Josef Thorak (7 February 1889 Austria – 26 February 1952 Bavaria) was an Austrian-German sculptor, 
popular for his magnificent monuments. In 1933, Thorak and Arno Breker were “official sculptors” of the 
Third Reich. 
 
16 Arno Breker (July 19, 1900 – February 13, 1991) was a German sculptor, best known for his public 
works in Nazi Germany, which were endorsed by the authorities. 
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There is no doubt that during this time nude modelling of both men and women increased 
in artists’ studios and academies with the demand for accurate depiction of nude bodies in 
sculpture and paintings. The preference was, not surprisingly, for Caucasian, athletic, German 
male models. For example, Arno Breker’s sculptures, which were created to guard the entrance 
of Hitler’s Reich Chancellery, are gigantic, strong, athletic Caucasians striking epic poses. 
“Breker worked from live models, and his favorite model was not surprisingly an athlete and 
decathlon champion whose well-honed body was reproduced in most of Breker’s sculptures. The 
model, Gustav Stuhrk, provided a living example of the new man, and the realism involved in 
such sculptures pointed to an Aryan stereotype” (Mosse 1998: 173). Similarly, to sculpt The 
Beauty after a Bath, Joseph Thorak (1934/1935) worked with the popular blonde Caucasian film 
star, Anny Ondra (Blumann 2002).  
Hyper-sexuality and primitivism: The exoticization of the “Other” 
The construction of race began with the expansion of European colonialism (Hartmann and 
Cornell 2007; Winant 2001). The invention of primitivism—the complex ideology behind the 
construction of primitive “other” as an image of “savagery” and sexual freedom or a utopian 
vision of a pristine environment—at the beginning of the twentieth century arises from a direct 
relationship with the “other.” Hiller (2006: XIV) provocatively claims that “the primitivizing 
tradition in modern art is a distorting mirror where ever-receding images of the other appear as a 
set of dreams, fantasies, myths, and stereotypes.” Artists are the victims of “inherited, 
unconscious, ambivalent involvement with colonial transaction of defining Europe’s others as 
primitives” (Hiller 2006:XIII). Artist believed in celebrating colonial societies for their 
simplicity but unconsciously defended the Western imperialistic view of “other’ as 
unsophisticated and savage-like. 
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The relationship between modern and so-called primitive art17 has been a subject of 
artistic and literary interest for more than a hundred years. Artists at the beginning of the 
twentieth century saw in the traditional material cultures of Africa and Oceania the openness, 
and naïveté they were seeking in their own paintings and sculptures. Die Brücke18 artists often 
described as expressionists, became more artistically engaged with African models, particularly 
from Cameroon. Heckel and Kirchner recruited three black models—Sam, Nelly, and Milly19—
though scholars do not know whether the trio were from Africa or even other multiracial citizens 
of the various European colonies. Nevertheless, Krichner’s paintings of these non-Western 
models reflected the stereotype of the voracious and sexualized body (Bindman and Gates 2014).  
The fantasy of sexual freedom and virgin lands of non-Western regions inspired many 
artists. Paul Gauguin, a French post-impressionist painter who lived and worked in Tahiti and the 
Marquesas in the last decade of the nineteenth century, epitomized this phenomenon. His pursuit 
of the primitive was merely a desire for sexual liberation that was repressed in nineteenth century 
Europe, and this is reflected in many paintings.20 As he commented; “I am trying to put into 
these desolate figures the savagery that I see in them and which is in me too... Dammit, I want to 
consult nature as well, but I don't want to leave out what I see there and what comes into my 
mind.” (The Art Story. N.d.). In Gaugin’s work, sensual dark-skinned women are themselves 
represented as symbols of primitive life.  
                                                 
 
17 Primitivism is a Western art movement that draws visual inspiration from non-Western art and culture. 
18Die Brücke (The Bridge) was a group of German expressionist artists formed in Dresden in 
1905. The founding members of Die Brücke in 1905 were four Jugendstil architecture students: 
Fritz Bleyl (1880–1966), Erich Heckel (1883–1970), Ernst Ludwig Kirchner (1880–1938), and 
Karl Schmidt-Rottluff (1884–1976) (Bruecke-museum N.d.) 
19Their real names are unknown (Gates & edited by Bindman, 2014). 
20The Spirit of the Dead Keeps Watch20 (1892), Paraunate Varuaino (1892), Anna the Javanerin (1893), 




By the 1920s, African arts and African culture were all the rage among intellectuals, 
poets, and artists in Paris, generating a movement called “Negrophillia” (Bindman and Gates 
2014). Accompanied by antiracist ideals and commercial opportunity, Westerners were 
fascinated by African culture. Passion for African art, jazz, and dances like the Charleston, the 
Lindy Hop, and the Black Bottom were symbols of modernity. This fantasy of black culture and 
a “primitivized” existence flourished in the aftermath of the First World War when artists craved 
a pure, peaceful lifestyle to escape from the modern mechanized life.  
Further, Westerners’ infatuation with black culture and identity was not limited to 
aesthetics and inanimate objects. Bohemians greatly admired black individuals, such as the 
female entertainer Josephine Baker.21 One of the first black female celebrities, Baker was an icon 
of racial and sexual expression (Bindman and Gates 2014). She did not meet conventional 
Western beauty standards—instead, she evoked the alluring quality of the exotic and unknown. 
Animal imagery was a focus of Baker's personality and performances, and these were caricatures 
that she endorsed. Picasso, Matisse, Foujita, Aaragon, Calder, and even architects Le Corbusier 
and Loos would seek Baker out as a model and muse (Bindman and Gates 2014).  
Apart from German and French artists, English artists also had non-European models as 
their muse. Jacob Epstein and Dora Gordine, Anglo-Jewish artists, were among the first British 
artists to use non-European models. Epstein worked with live non-Western models and created 
very realistic sculptures. Gordine’s favorite non-Western models were Kashmiri Amina Patel and 
a Gypsy woman named Nan Condron. Epstein’s work depicted provokingly erotic themes, but 
Gordine’s work reflected mild sensuality (Lewis 2006).  
                                                 
 
21Josephine Baker was an American-born French dancer, singer, and actress. 
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There is no doubt that while expressing heterosexual attraction towards ethnic others was 
in vogue in the early twentieth century, homosexual attraction towards ethnic others was an act 
of defiance. One such case was English artist Glyn Philpot, who exhibited a strong sexual 
attraction to black models. Philpot’s work on male nudes reflected homo-eroticism (Delaney 
1999). He often worked with Black Caribbean porters and houseboys as his art models. One of 
his best-known black models was Henry Thomas, who also worked as Philpot's manservant for 
several years (Aldrich 2002). Philpot’s interest in depicting black men in his work alienated him 
from the mainstream art world and societal patronage. As Delaney (1999) states in his 
biography:  
 
The young Glyn Philpot circulated in the close company of the Edwardian aesthetes. 
Portraits financed his more committed work on subject pictures. In the Symbolist 
tradition, they reflect his deepest concerns: religious themes reveal a profound knowledge 
of his adopted Catholicism, while an increasing interest in the male nude and a series of 
superb portraits of young men, his black servants, models, friends, and lovers, show the 
gradual public expression of his homosexuality. The tensions between his public 
and personal lives led Philpot to spend long periods outside Britain.  
 
The above examples reflect varying ethno-sexual boundaries and social constructions. 
Primitive and hyper-sexualized aesthetic codes reflect the historically racist underpinnings that 
are deeply rooted in Western history, culture, and religion. Moreover, these cases illustrate how 
homoerotic themes were forbidden, and homoerotic themes involving ethnic others faced an 
extreme form of public condemnation.  
CONCLUSION  
 
The first part of this chapter explains how life models as an occupational group have 
evolved from stigmatized and marginal work to a more recognized form of casual labor in formal 
art training. Though life modelling has been around since the beginning of time, it has drastically 
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evolved over the course of history. Bare bodies are particularly common in the art of the Western 
world, with nudity in art reflecting a very complex set of formal ideals, philosophical concerns, 
and cultural traditions. Nudity in art reflect a complex set of formal ideals, philosophical 
concerns, and cultural traditions. For instance, in Greek civilization, male nudes represented 
triumph, beauty, divinity and even grandeur. In contrast to Greek civilization, during the 
emergence of Christianity, nudity in paintings implied dishonor and shame. Around the time of 
the Renaissance, nude modelling became more important than ever, as models were needed to 
study human anatomy. During the twentieth century, with the rise of naturism, the emergence of 
modelling unions, and the relaxed rules of obscenity, drawing live nudes became a professional 
and formal part of art training.  
 
The latter part of this chapter reviews art history and criticism in Europe and North 
America as it impacted the representations of art models. Though nude modelling has 
transformed into a type of regulated formal labor in a desexualized environment of formal art 
training, representation of life models is a direct reflection of the social construction of race, 
gender, sex, morality, and occupation. The way the models are romanticized and idealized in art, 









CHAPTER 2. LEARNING THE ART OF DISROBING 
The process of learning paid work is to internalize the associated ideological structures: 
the norms, values, etiquettes, and behaviors. As with any new job or social role, becoming a life 
model requires a process of socialization and adapting shared knowledge of values, attitudes, 
interests, and skills. The occupational socialization of life models involves integrating models’ 
personalities and learning how to put on the desired performance. Although some models 
anticipate the working process before the initial modelling experience, it takes some time and 
effort to become an accomplished model. 
Models learn four main aspects: the art models’ personality, body labor, emotional labor, 
and aesthetic labor. More generally, life modelling involves learning to value the attitudes, 
punctuality, and patience that reinforce the physical skills involved in modelling, such as 
strength, flexibility, and holding poses. This chapter outlines the socialization process of life 
models and how models acquire skills.  
PROFESSIONALISM 
 
Drawing on in-depth interviews with twenty-five models, my study reveals art 
modelling’s shared sense of occupational values and attitudes. This shared attitude focuses on 
professionalism and an entrepreneurial spirit. Professionalism in a model is highly valued. While 
a model’s talent and skills are important, a model’s level of professionalism either provides 
modelling opportunities or limits the amount of work. To be professional, models must be 
competent and capable of maintaining the proper demeanor; for example, looking at artists’ 
drawings without first asking permission is considered an invasion of privacy. Punctuality and 
reliability are also highly valued characteristics of a professional model. Instructors plan art 
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classes, and a class or group may be stranded without a model. Showing up late or not at all is 
the most unprofessional a model can be. Most model coordinators or artists interviewed said that 
the most significant reason a model is not re-booked is unreliability. For example, Patricia an 
artist, educator, organizer, and owner of an open studio, explains her stringent criterion for 
rehiring: 
 
I do not rehire models if they do three things wrong: First being late. If they are going to 
be late, they should communicate before they are going to be late. That is excusable. It is 
not acceptable if they are always late and incapable of texting. There was one model who 
came 25 minutes after my class schedule. “I said you are late.” She said, “I thought the 
class starts at 1:30.” I replied, “you have worked for me for five years. Don’t you know 
class starts at 1 pm.” Next is when models are slow to get up on the work. The third is not 
confirming two days before or not confirming ever.  
 
New York City does not have modelling guilds or unions. Contemporary art models in 
NYC are likely to be left on their own to acquire and maintain their skills and to identify job 
opportunities. Models take it upon themselves to learn how opportunity structures operate; how 
to invest time, energy, and financial resources to take advantage of opportunities; and how to 
navigate unpredictability. Actively cultivating human, cultural, and social capital is arguably 
essential for getting regular modelling gigs. A novice model needs an informational network for 
acquiring distinct types of information. Art models who continually improve their skills and can 
make their abilities known through a network of artists and art schools and organizations are in a 
better position to find employment. This is in line with Kanter (1995), who states that being 
employable requires a person’s accumulation of human and social capital – skills, reputation, and 
social connections.  
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A novice model faces a range of challenges: coming up with “interesting” poses, getting 
regular gigs, and learning safety. Since models, however, have no formal training, experienced 
models can play an essential role in novice models’ lives. Zara, a life model who has been 
working for more than six years, revealed, “when I first started, there was one class that I was 
working with another model, and she was better, and she was an older model, I loved her poses, I 
simply loved them. Here you borrow a lot from other models.” Zara’s experience illustrates how 
learning from an experienced model is significant for improving poses. In the New York art 
world, workplace learning is the result of interactions with other models and artists.  
As much or more than a model's talents and merits, it takes salesmanship and 
entrepreneurial spirit to get many jobs. As most models are part-time workers, models learn to 
engage in emotional management and establishing social ties to get regular gigs. Models must 
engage in “strategic friendliness”—a practice of emotionally influencing another person by 
means of friendliness, politeness, and tact, to achieve a desired outcome (Pierce 1995, 72)—
toward model coordinators, artists, and organizers. One begins with finding all the places that 
hire models, meeting the model coordinators and learning what their schedules are, and making 
phone calls at the right time. Models pursue self-development strategies and compulsory 
networking that allow them to perform current jobs well, and to create and maximize 
opportunities in an uncertain work environment. A model coordinator in one of the art schools in 
NYC reveals that she rehires a few models only because of teachers’ recommendations. As she 
comments: “The models establish a friendship with a few teachers; teachers want to have that 
model come back because they have a good rapport.” This cooperative behavior takes the form 
of deference that models display toward those who control access to gigs.  
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EMBODIED SELF-AWARENESS AND BODY LABOR  
 
Bourdieu defines habitus as an interaction of the social influence of external structures 
and conditions, as well as the personal inclinations, preferences, and interpretations (Bourdieu 
1984). Under this concept of habitus and capital, life models’ skills and abilities are a product of 
an investment of time and cultural capital accumulated from hereditary transmission or 
participation in social institutions. In this vein, habitus illuminates the distinctions in each art 
model’s performances because life history is always different; every model has an individual and 
unique habitus. The intersection between body, career, and institutions contributes to art 
modelling performance. Mia, a Caucasian life model and a trained ballerina, explained how her 
dance skills help her to hold difficult poses: 
During college, I took a semester of modern dance- Martha Graham. I have done fifteen 
years of ballet. Ballerina works from the core. In ballet, one works on stretching one’s 
legs. What makes a good model is how long can one hold a painful pose. Just like a 
ballerina, models do painful poses. Ballerinas are in much pain. Their feet are bleeding. 
However, the audience never gets to know.  
 
        This institutional habitus molded Mia’s individual habitus. In her case, the concept of 
habitus explains how art modelling combines theater and ballet. Another example is Charlie, a 
martial artist and art model who merges martial arts with his art modelling. As he noted, “my 
short poses include handstands and kicking stances.” These examples explain the embodied 
differences in modelling style, which are a sign of differences in institutional habitus between the 
performers.  
Apart from dynamic poses, tolerance of pain is an important trait in art modelling. The 
mental toughness that involves overcoming mental and physical discomfort is valuable in both 
martial arts and ballet. A greater acceptance of pain influences the experience of pain in art 
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modelling. “Being more comfortable with pain, I am more able to tolerate pain,” Charlie 
commented. 
Zoya, a model coordinator of an art school emphasized the importance of being 
comfortable on stage and creating exciting poses, giving the example of a theater actor and a 
regular art model named Michael: “He is in theater, and so he is a performer already. He is the 
one that directs his poses for the sessions. He is constantly trying to think of innovative ideas and 
characters. He can book between 20 and 30 hours of work each week because of his ‘theatrical’ 
poses.” Most models are yogis, dancers, and actors, and their value to life modelling is generated 
from their flexibility, ability to hold expressions, ability to create dynamic poses, and being 
comfortable on stage. If models dance or do sports, this comes naturally to them. People who are 
involved with performance arts are comfortable on the modelling stand. Cherokee, a musician 
and an actress, illustrated the point: 
Musical theater helps me. I am very comfortable on stage. Being onstage and portraying 
some characters prepares me for modelling for artists. You are always another person. 
You're another character. You put a specific character in front of many people. It is 
interpretative not for yourself but also for another individual who's drawing you.  
      Similarly, many models have done a fair bit of life drawing themselves, which comes in 
handy in their work. Natalya, a model coordinator said, “a few models went to art school 
themselves, and know what is expected in a modelling situation because they worked with 
models and know the artist’ needs.” Natalya’s comment illustrates that models who are 
occasional or full-time visual artists rely on their art training and practice to assume creative 




Life modelling is about holding poses. Poses can range in length from short to long. Short 
poses are used for gesture drawing exercises or warm-ups, with the model taking difficult or 
challenging positions that cannot be sustained for a longer pose—just long enough for the artist 
to quickly do contour drawings.22 Drawing sessions proceed through sets of five, ten, fifteen, or 
twenty minute poses generally for a total of three hours. Active, gestural, or dynamic standing 
poses are mostly scheduled at the beginning of a session.  
Most often the model is expected to do a sequence of poses with little direction. The 
more a model knows about the kinds of poses used to teach art, the better they become at 
modelling. Poses consist of standing, sitting and reclining. The level of difficulty varies within 
each pose. While posing, a model is supposed to remain motionless and silent. The job demands 
may vary depending on the artist or instructor or class, but a professional model avoids speaking, 
wriggling, scratching, heavy breathing, or readjusting during the pose. A typical schedule is 
often five, ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes of posing followed by a five or ten minute break which 
allows the model to stretch, relax and attend to their needs.  
 
One of the most significant challenges for art models is remaining motionless for a longer 
time. Yogis, dancers, martial artists, and athletes find it easier to hold poses as they know about 
their bodies strengths and weaknesses. A professional model is expected to have a diverse and 
well-rehearsed repertoire of poses that they can perform. They should be acutely aware of how 
each pose will appear to all members of the group. Self-awareness, in this context, means being 
                                                 
 
22 Contour drawing is mainly the contour of the figure. It is done drawing with a line of action. Then the 
head, torso and pelvis are placed on this line of action, followed by the limbs and joints. 
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aware of the time limits of each pose as well as the degree of difficulty. Zoya, a model 
coordinator, explains the importance of self-awareness: 
Many models who come to me are individuals that are also in the creative fields already. 
I prefer models who are self-aware of their bodies. So, dancers, yogis, actors are 
wonderful. I have lots of actors mostly aspiring actor and actresses. It is always a 
challenge to just sit still and not move for twenty minutes. You get a five-minute break, 
and it is twenty minutes more of modelling and then twenty minutes of long break and 
then go back to the cycle, and that is what happens all the times for three hours a day. So 
it is important that I have people that are self-aware of their bodies. I just can’t bring in 
anybody off the street to model because they are not going to do the job properly.  
 
Models need to understand how long they can comfortably maintain dynamic gesture 
poses. Common problems experienced by models are difficulty in holding poses and the physical 
pain of standing still. Only over time do models learn how long they can maintain poses 
comfortably. As Zara explains, it is a learning experience: “I have heard people say it is great to 
have a dance background. People say that you can always tell when the dancer is on the stand. 
However, I think it is something you learn. You learn to be aware of your body and what it is 
doing. What your angles are and what is interesting to draw.” Learning the techniques of posing 
is to modify one's bodily representation gradually, and to learn to coordinate one’s mind and 
body. One’s willpower, morale, concentration, and emotional control translate into poses. In the 
accomplished model, the mental becomes part of the physical. Learning indifference to physical 
suffering is specific to art modelling. The adequate socialization of the model assumes an 
endurance to pain. It is the gradual acquisition of resistance to pain that models learn to nurture 
resilience. Dicky, a 39-year old model of Southeast Asian origin, expresses: “One should have a 
high tolerance for pain. One should be able to anticipate what types of poses are most 
appropriate for the lesson that the class has that day. One should know one’s body and one’s 
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limits. One should know what looks beautiful to others.” The following field notes describe a 
typical art modelling session: 
A young female model stood at a pedestal in the middle of the room with easels arranged 
all around it. She removed her robe after setting the timer. Pencils, charcoal, dry pastels, 
and paintbrushes rose when she began one-minute poses. The model looked composed 
and calm. It was freezing, but she was sweating. She remained stoic and focused on one 
spot in the room. When the timer beeped, she changed her position. The class continued 
in this fashion, building up to 10 one-minute poses. Then we took a 5-minute break; then 
the instructor had her do a bunch of five-minute poses. She took turns facing all corners 
of the room as all the students were sitting around her. After a fifteen-minute break, we 
moved on to the fifteen-minute poses. The model did easier stuff for longer poses; mostly 
she did sitting down. She looked breathless and motionless. I had the chance to talk to the 
model after the class. I complimented her by saying that she looked comfortable on stage. 
She replied, “my entire body is stiff and sore now. I had not predicted that it would be so 
painful.”  
 
In a long pose session, students or artists work on drawings of the same pose from a live 
model for a full one to four weeks. Students have designated spots in the classroom from where 
they work each day. My field notes describe an anatomy class where the model did a long pose 
that was sustained for a week: 
The model went into the washroom, changed into her robe and sandals, came across the 
hall to the classroom. She sat in her chosen position, in a chair with both her hands 
relaxed on the knees, and said: “Yeah, this is how I am going to pose.” The instructor 
then came over and taped around her feet, the edge of the box, and the edges where she 
was sitting. The taping was done to reproduce the pose even when the furniture on the 
platform in the class was rearranged. The pose itself ran for a solid week, three hours a 
day. She comes in each afternoon and adopts the same pose the entire time, in twenty-
minute with little breaks in between.  
Short poses incorporate a sense of motion for more gesture drawings. For example, 
models select poses that are asymmetrical and where they are slightly off balance. Long poses 
can be strenuous and arduous, and therefore models attempt to make the job as comfortable as 
possible. For long poses, models use cushions and body supports as needed, and they ensure they 
do not put all their weight on one joint. Models protect their bodies by using yoga mats and 
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stretching during the breaks. In some studios, rugs are thrown over chairs to make models more 
comfortable. Models often take along a sheet, sarong, or cloth to throw over chairs and the floor. 
Models use a few pillows or squares of foam to place under those pressure points. Zara revealed 
how she prepares for modelling:  
I pee first. I stretch. I am very paranoid about pulling a muscle, and so I am careful. Some 
people use yoga mats so that it is cushy to hold poses if one is doing long-standing poses. 
The yoga mat makes it softer for the poser’s feet. Models need a small towel to sit on it 
because many studios do not clean the stand. You never know whose butt has been there. 
Models need to have the patience and stamina required to keep still, regardless of 
whatever discomfort (and sometimes pain) they may be experiencing. Sometimes models must 
return to the same pose after a short break. Indeed, in some cases, the same pose may last for 
several weeks. In time models learn what to avoid, and to some extent, they also become more 
resilient, but they will never avoid pain and discomfort entirely. Sometimes models run the risk 
of nodding off during a comfortable long pose. Models use various techniques to avoid falling 
asleep, including pressing oneself with a fingernail or doing something else mildly 
uncomfortable, focusing their eyes on something distinct like a window edge rather than a blank 
wall, or drinking coffee or other caffeinated drinks before their modelling session.  
Models take precautions to avoid injury. A fine line exists between challenging oneself 
and torturing oneself. Models avoid locking their knees for standing poses, to prevent the danger 
of fainting. Dicky explains: “If you are standing for a long time, you lock your knees, there is the 
potential for you actually to pass out; it happens along when you faint so any situation like that 
we are often prepared or something to do whatever we could to avoid that situation.” Models 
attempt to prevent persistent body pains or aches through proper posture, stretching, breaks, 





Life modelling is iconic, which means the “aesthetic surface whether by sight, smell, 
taste, touch provides a sensual experience that transmits meaning” (Alexander 2010: 11). 
Aesthetic representations of bodies are connected to shared meanings. The “gospel” or ideology 
of life modelling is built upon a set of core values reflected in the meanings attributed to living 
bodies. Artists and models alike are intensely interested in what the body expresses and what it 
hides.  
 Aesthetic labor refers to the production of an aesthetically acceptable appearance that 
conforms to the norms of the occupation (Entwistle & Wissinger 2006; Mears 2014; Witz, 
Warhurst & Nickson 2003). The New York art world is an extremely professional and 
competitive engagement of aesthetic labor. The body is the key resource that models dispose of 
for purposes of “impression management” (Goffman 1959). Clothing, hair, makeup, and props 
are part of the aesthetic laboring of art models, and the body’s display and adornment are central 
to the strategies that models construct. This study identifies different strategies of aesthetic labor 
that models deploy to get regular gigs. Interviews reveal how models prepare for the stage. For 
example, some shower, some put glitter on their body, and some shave or wax their body hair.  
 
Aesthetic labor is not limited to bodies but also includes performance. For instance, 
models and artists often use the word “interesting” poses, i.e., asymmetrical and dynamic poses. 
Many life models use props, makeup, or costumes to enhance their poses. Props include 
everything from large scarves, hula hoops, straps, poles, and sticks, to balls and hats. A few 
models might include elements of their other creative practices, including circus, yoga and dance 
poses. Natalya, a model coordinator, explained her selection criterion of art models:  
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I like somebody who's creative and can get up on the model stand and get into different 
poses quickly that are like dynamic and exciting for the students. There are some people 
that I would put up there, and they would be so awkward and then it is just dull. 
 
Life models learn to expand their repertoire of poses over time, developing poses that 
might appeal to artists. For example, Peter, a forty-two year old Caucasian man, who has more 
than twenty years of experience, revealed that artists complain when he keeps repeating the same 
poses. Artists, art instructors, and art monitors rarely script models’ performances. Most models 
practice beforehand. As Zara reveals, “I would pose in front of the mirror, I have always been 
going to the museum, but now when I go to museums, I look at the poses. That is a beautiful 
pose. I should try that.”  
Some models complain about the immense costs of costumes and accessories for ever-
changing theme-based drawing events. At fashion design or animation programs, models are 
hired for costume life drawings. For example, burlesque performer and occasional art model 
Erica complained that her coordinator is selective about the costumes she wears for theme-based 
life drawing. She feels burdened when organizers demands specific costumes. Therefore, she 
learned to prefer nude modelling to costumes. The multiplicity of rapidly changing themes 
makes it impossible to keep producing such accessories independently. In contrast, Sara was 
selected at a theme based drawing event for her vast collection of theatrical costumes. These 
examples demonstrate that costume life drawing can level inequalities, since an additional 
element such as inventiveness or creativity comes into play.  
EMOTIONAL LABOR 
 
August Rodin, reflecting the environment of life modelling, said, “the forms and attitudes 
of human beings necessarily reveal the emotions of their soul. The body always expresses the 
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spirit.” Life drawing classrooms are not only for developing a visual vocabulary of nude bodies, 
but also the primary site of expression, emotions, and feelings. Although models are motionless, 
artists can intuitively tell whether models are “at the moment,” to create beautiful poses or 
whether merely marking time and just there to get paid. A significant qualitative attribute of 
good modelling is “model presence” (Art Model Tips).  Models need to create engaging 
poses with their whole body that they can hold for 1, 5, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. Engaging 
poses means that models should not appear eager for each pose to end. The strength of a model’s 
presence, however, comes with responsibilities and pressures for the model. It involves a form of 
emotional labor, requiring the model “to induce or suppress feeling to sustain the outward 
countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others” (Hochschild 1983: 7). Trepidation, 
nervousness, and excitement become part of a model’s performance, but models always attempt 
to hide it from the artists and the students.  
 
Art modelling involves the physical demands of managing emotion to generate emotional 
responses in artists and students, relying on gestures, expressions, and sometimes accessories and 
props. Emotional labor is a part of embodied labor. What is the model’s response to the body’s 
vulnerability? How is pain suppressed in life modelling? Pain and its management are part of life 
modelling work, though it is hard to perform well when feeling the pain caused by ill-health or 
overused muscles and tendons. Pain interferes with the sensory, emotional, and aesthetic parts of 
the performance. The experience and fear of pain contribute to models’ understanding of their 
potential as performers, and the ability to control the flux of the body are important markers of 
the quality of performance. Models must express in their faces and bodies the required feelings. 
They need to show the sense of confidence and engagement. These feelings may be entirely 
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different from a models’ true feelings, particularly if the pose requires them to assume a painful 
or uncomfortable position. Inner and outer confidence is the impression models need to give.  
Models frequently experience physical discomfort at work. Most of the times models put 
up with the pain. It is rare that models will take a break in the middle of posing because they 
couldn’t sustain the pose. One reason for pain is that models are expected to pose in 
uncomfortable positions where they may experience pins and needle for holding poses for a long 
time. Discomfort may result from a model’s posing in the cold as it is easy to pull muscles, 
especially in a cold studio. No matter how uncomfortable a model may be, the job demands that 
model accept the discomfort and mask her true feelings—at least while she is working. Models’ 
faces should reflect the illusion the artist or students want to create, not what the model is 
enduring or thinking. Models described how they consciously reminded themselves to put on a 
good show. Cherokee, a novice art model, scornfully noted, “once it was thirty degrees outside, 
and I was posing nude, and it was hurting all over my body, but I have got to get fucking paid.” 
Models, like waitresses and air hostesses, put on a performance, but in a non-interactive 
environment, so that they will get paid and get rehired regularly.  
Professionals are often expected to display the right emotions to properly perform their 
jobs. A professional flight attendant needs to be pleasant, kind, and respectful toward passengers. 
Similarly, models learn to use emotional labor in an un-interactive environment. On the podium, 
art models are expected to make poses look painless, effortless, confident, and engaging. There 
are times when models suppress their emotions, producing a high level of incongruity between 




BEING COMFORTABLE WITH NUDITY  
 
For life models, achieving job competence involves getting accustomed to the practice of 
taking their clothes off in public for money. Models learn how to rationalize such behavior and 
their involvement in an unusual occupation. For some, the socialization process is partially 
anticipatory; they became comfortable with modelling once they have decided to model without 
clothes. Being the only nude person is different from nudity in places like nude beaches or same-
sex nudity in locker rooms, bathhouses, or saunas, or the consensual nudity of an intimate 
relationship. Being nude under a spotlight among clothed strangers and under the constant 
examination of one’s body is not an easy task. Being comfortable with nudity is a combination of 
confidence and indifference. Naturally, posing nude is not for everyone as naked bodies are 
vulnerable to others' scrutiny. Female bodies are more vulnerable to culture's sexism, with 
women judged on their physical appearance and assumptions made on that judgment. A further 
complication may exist with the issue of ageism. A model remarked: “In the beginning, I was not 
very comfortable with my body shape. But I began to understand that everyone had a different 
interpretation of my body and that I could just be who I was and the artists would still draw what 
they wanted to draw.” The condition or fitness of the models’ body does not matter, as John, 
contemporary figurative artist and instructor reveals that he, like many artists, is open to drawing 
“temporary imperfections.” 
Models tend to be dancers, athletes, or actors—people generally comfortable with their 
bodies. I asked some models how they dealt with their first time posing. A few mentioned that 
they considered themselves someone else—an actor whose role happens to be in the nude. 
Actors are aware of how they use clothing as a costume to convey an impression or image; they 
also wear their bodies the same way, and so a nude performance is not different from a clothed 
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one. Once the first blush of embarrassment wears off, most models are comfortable with 
disrobing.  
Models do say they felt nervous their first time—nervous about getting embarrassed or 
feeling ashamed or awkward. During my fieldwork, I met Paul, a 65-year-old white man of 
Polish extraction from Long Island, who had been modelling for thirty years. Though he was a 
nudist and had experienced nude beaches, he was uncomfortable with his first modelling 
assignment. He revealed, “nude beaches are different. Everybody is nude and no one stares at 
nude bodies. But in a studio, I am the only one naked and the clothed artists are constantly 
gazing at each part of my body. I was very conscious. But with time, I became more confident on 
stage.” In contrast, being unclothed in front of artists came naturally to Betty, who was used to 
performing burlesque. She had already been exposed to an audience looking at her bare body. 
While interviewing her, she revealed that she was comfortable with nudity because of her past 
experiences of dancing semi-nude.  
CONCLUSION  
 
The previous chapter describes the historical trend in life modelling and how models 
become an integral part of formal art training. The rules, routines, and occupational demands in a 
typical contemporary life drawing session have historical roots. This chapter explains how 
models assimilate into an occupational culture. Models learn to manage the perception of their 
working personas through professionalism and their use of aesthetic, emotional, and body labor. 
This chapter developed an account of the complexity of body labor, positioned around three 
material modes of engagement: engagement with bodily capital, with aesthetics, and with 
emotions. It identifies the centrality of the body, implicitly one that labors, where gesture, 
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technique, and feeling are calculated to generate aesthetics. In summary, art modelling is a 
bodily tactic and an embodied, aesthetic, and emotional response to the precariousness of 
occupation. Models’ performance on the podium depends on the deeply ingrained habits, skills, 
and dispositions that they possess due to their life experiences.  
Following a discussion of working personas and how models learn and maintain them, 
the next chapter will turn to challenges that contemporary models face. The stigma and 
precarious nature of art modelling challenges models to construct an esteem-enhancing social 
identity. Chapter 3 shows how models negotiate and use self-defense mechanisms to moderate 
social disapproval. A model’s well-being is reflected in the regularity of jobs, finding dignity, 




CHAPTER 3. THE PERILS AND PLEASURES OF LIFE MODELLING 
“How can I be useful, of what service can I be? 
There is something inside me, what can it be?” 
- Vincent Van Gogh 
 
One of the most seminal lines of research in sociology focuses on work and occupations, 
particularly the experiences of people in mostly invisible occupations that are taken for granted. 
Work is a core activity in society and is multi-dimensionally important for social identity, from 
the way individuals think of themselves to the way they interact with others. Many believe that 
work defines personal identity. Work and occupation connect individuals to each other and 
locate people within a system of stratification. People use this system of stratification to honor 
some and degrade others. The empirical question is how marginalized workers cope with low-
status identities and how they manage to enhance their self-conception. My dissertation refers to 
a work-based self-concept, comprised of a combination of occupational and socio-cultural values 
that affect the lives of contemporary models. 
 “Occupation is properly defined as intentional human performance organized in number 
and kind to meet the demands of self-maintenance and identity in the family and community” 
(Crabtree 1998: 205). An individual's work identity refers to a work-based self-definition, 
comprised of organizational, occupational, and other identities that shape the roles a person 
adopts and the ways he or she behaves when performing his or her work. Identities, in general, 
refer to “whom the individual thinks he or she is and who is announced to the world in word and 
action” (Charon 1992: 85). Identities “suggest what to do, think and even feel” (Ashforth, Blake, 
and Kreiner 1999: 417).  
 The meaning of work depends on how its self-definition is asserted, negotiated, and 
maintained. “Meaningfulness of work is focusing on processes and mechanisms through which 
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sources of the meaning of work are accomplished” (Hansson 2014:3902). Hansson’s categories 
source the meaning of work as “the meaning of self, others and work, and context” (2014:3902). 
The self-meaning of work includes extrinsic and intrinsic motivational aspects, job satisfaction, 
and beliefs of work such as involvement in work, and the importance of work in a person’s life. 
The second major source of meaning emphasizes social interactions with coworkers, leaders, and 
family (Wrzesniewski 2003). The work environment, which includes job duties, psychosocial 
milieu, job responsibilities, task significance, autonomy, and financial compensation, influence 
the meaning of work (Grant 2008). 
This chapter demonstrates conceptually and empirically how contemporary life models 
interpret their working/the meaningfulness of work; they are bound, in part, by the stigma, low 
pay, and unpredictability of the work. Little is known about how models themselves experience 
and negotiate their labor. This gap is addressed by examining how art models navigate a job that 
is emotionally and physically demanding, stigmatized, and offers few material rewards. In short, 
given the apparent challenges of the job, how do models themselves assign meaning to their 
stigmatized and relatively invisible occupation? Art models face three main challenges to 
experience their work as meaningful: balancing autonomy with uncertainty, coping with defining 
honorable or stigmatized work, and finding dignity at work. Art models manage the societal 
stigma of their work; experiences of rejection, disrespect, and discrimination; the uncertainty of 
work; and low pay as the “toll” of nude modelling. My study reveals that attitudes toward work 





BOHEMIANISM OR HUSTLING 
 
The findings from my qualitative data about art modelling reveal the elements of 
bohemianism, creativity, autonomy, and self-investment. The image of art modelling has been 
associated with living an uninhibited, sexually liberated, and aggressively non-conformist 
life. Along with bohemianism, art modelling is characterized by a keen sense of autonomy and 
employment flexibility. As Dicky, a Southeast Asian model, says; “I like getting extra cash and a 
flexible schedule. I can be in charge of my schedule.” Though art modelling has a bohemian 
persona, there is a large amount of bureaucratic work, and models spend time hustling, writing 
up invoices, and participating in modelling auditions.  
Life models are “gig workers”23—on-call workers, independent contractors, self-
employed workers, and standard part-time workers. Many have been on their own or worked in 
creative fields for years, moving from project to project and getting paid as they go. These jobs 
are temporary, task-based, and reputation dependent. There are no allegiances, no overtime pay, 
no profit sharing, and often no bonuses. While models like the independence, they also like to 
get regular work. As contingent labor, the fears of a glut of models or underestimated challenges 
are inherent in the field. It is often a “side hustle”—the gig models work in addition to their other 
job or day job. As such, models require a mercenary mindset with the drive of a hustler. Many 
art models savor the independence and the do-it-yourself nature of their hectic and uncertain 
lifestyles. Dicky articulated the irregularity of modelling gigs: 
If I start modelling at a place, it is not expected that the relationship will continue. So 
maybe I will contact them and decide upon a few dates to work for the next week or so. 
                                                 
 
23 sometimes referred to as “contingent” work. 
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However, continuing working requires that one or both of us reaches out either after a 
few weeks or after few months or every semester. If they do not hear from me, they are 
going to assume that I have stopped modelling or I am just not interested in their school. 
If I do not hear from them, I might assume that they no longer want to work with me 
or maybe they just have somebody else. If I want to work with them, I must keep 
contacting them. So, it is just kind of like a date. It is not like a marriage where you 
continue working with each other. 
 
 
Though autonomy, creativity, and excitement are attractive features of art modelling, 
there is a high degree of uncertainty associated with this work. Models are faced with the 
underlying problems of balancing job security and autonomy (flexible schedules). Though 
models find jobs by mutual recommendation and social networking, precarious work has 
contributed to higher economic inequality, insecurity, and instability. Models are increasingly 
vulnerable to the labor market, and modelling work can be precarious as they work without 
stability or a safety net. Vanessa, a sixty-three-year-old model who has more than 42 years of art 
modelling experience complains that she does not usually get a full week of work. Based purely 
on hearsay, very few people take up life modelling as a career—for most, it is a temporary 
measure to bring in some extra money quickly. Modelling gigs during the summer and winter are 
rare because most art schools do not run figure drawing classes during those times. Zara, who 
has been in this business for seven years, critiqued, “It is hard to get bookings. Markets are 
saturated. There are tons of us.”  
Models are hired as independent contractors in art schools and organizations. 
Independent contractor status is meant to apply to individuals running their own businesses, and 
the insecurities of disrupted employment, loss of benefits such as bonus, pensions and healthcare, 
and not holding steady jobs weighs on models economically, socially, and emotionally. 
Independent contractors are excluded from minimum wage, prevailing wage, overtime, health 
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and safety, and the right to organize protections. Life models are often excluded from workers’ 
compensation in the event of an injury or occupational illness incurred while working.  
A modelling union or agency can provide modelling opportunities and training for art 
models. These organizations may also attempt to establish minimum rates of pay and basic 
working conditions. One example is the Register of Artists' Models (RAM) in the United 
Kingdom. Novice models receive some training, and membership is by audition to test 
competence. RAM follows the RAM Guidelines, which are mostly used by models and 
employers. Similarly, in the United States, the Bay Area Models Guild (BAMG) in California 
was founded in 1947. BAMG functions as a supportive umbrella for art models, offering its 
members the initial training required to be a professional art model. Similar groups exist in 
Australia; Sweden; Washington, D.C.; and several other cities in the United States, though New 
York currently does not have any organization that can support art models.  
Life modelling work is not only marked by insecurity but also inequality and 
exploitation. Models often complain about low pay and incentives. Though they enjoy getting 
cash gigs, as private artists, drawing events, and open studios pay cash right after their work, 
they complain about delayed payments in some art departments in colleges. Joseph, a male 
model in his thirties, commented, “life modelling is overexposed but underpaid.” Similarly, Dave 
who has worked as a life model for only a year commented: 
Making a living solely on art modelling is impossible. It is okay as a side job if you are a 
fashion model or other performer. Most are dancers and actors. Some work as an assistant 
to the designer, massage therapist, event organizer, and musician, retail and gallery 
organizer. The modelling gigs were too few and too far between. I am so lucky that a 
friend gave me a job doing security. I am a night watchman now, and I babysit a 
construction site at night from 7 pm to 7 am. I am getting shifts of over 12 consecutive 
hours, and this leaves little time for anything else in life. Certainly, no need for a lesser 
paying gig like art modelling. I am not going to count on modelling gigs anymore. 
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THE PARADOX OF STIGMA OR HONORABLE WORK 
 
Though life models describe their work as honorable, they understand their work is not 
socially acceptable. Professional art models occupy a unique position within the art world due to 
the taboo of nudity. The stereotypes surrounding nude modelling result in a stigma that reflects 
shame, fear, and discrimination. Thus, models face the outcomes of psychological and social 
estrangement, stigmatization, and potential victimization.  
Sociological approaches identify stigma as a social process with multiple dimensions. 
Stigma is embedded in the interpretive engagements of social actors, involving cultural 
meanings, emotional states, roles, and ideal types. Becker (1963) conceives of stigma as a social 
construct spread through cultural discourses with institutional and material consequences. 
Dudley (2000), working from Goffman’s initial conceptualization (Goffman 1968), defined 
stigma as negative attitudes towards a person or groups of people when their characteristics, 
behaviors, or actions are considered deviant or inferior according to societal norms. Interactionist 
theories highlight the contextual nature and the relational quality of stigmatization to art 
modelling. The stigmatization process is relational, dynamic, and complex. I found models’ 
decisions concerning disclosure and secrecy are related to a variety of situational and relational 
factors. I attempted to understand how models perceive and experience stigma, and how stigma 
influences their subsequent disclosure behaviors. Fearing others will have a distorted image of 
them, art models engage in information management techniques such as varying types of 
concealment and reframing the work to make it more acceptable, even if they themselves have 
negative feelings about their work, 
Models rely on various strategies to manage hostile reactions from family, friends, and 
acquaintances. One such strategy is to categorize their social world into two or more groups, 
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where one group is informed about nothing of his or her deviant behavior, while the other groups 
are told everything (Goffman 1963b: 42). More specifically, most art models simply kept their 
occupation a secret from family, casual acquaintances, and other people they did not know well. 
Goffman (1963b) noted that dividing the social world and controlling information is one of the 
most effective ways of dealing with a stigmatizing attribute. By using this technique, those “in 
the know” can conceal the potentially discrediting attribute (in this case, nude modelling) from 
people holding prejudices against the attribute.  
Participants were asked about family reactions to their work. Almost all indicated that 
their close friends, some of whom were other models, knew what they did. In many cases their 
husbands and boyfriends also knew how they made their living, though one of the participants 
mentioned her boyfriend demanded she leave art modelling. Seven models in my study indicated 
that their fathers did not know they were art models. Peter keeps modelling a secret from his 
mother because he fears his mother would think less of him or worry. He says: “my family is 
fundamentally religious. They equate this with pornography. Many models go through this.” 
Others keep their work as a nude model secret from their parents to limit or to avoid conflict. 
Tanika expressed her discomfort: 
my mom does not really like it. She says that it is not good to expose yourself. She used 
the language of exposure and exhibitionism. That is not what I think of it. My friends 
thought it was funny. I do not think they think much of it now. It does not bother them, 
but I know that it is not necessarily something they want to do. 
Similarly, Sara, a burlesque dancer who is also an artist’s model, revealed: 
I told my mom because I was very excited about it. Moreover, she begged me not to tell 
my dad. So, I have not told my dad. A few years ago, he found out that I was burlesque 
performing. We had a major falling apart. He did not speak to me for three or four 
months. I still haven't told him about nude modelling.” Bianca also expresses her 




These strategies of stigma management, however, can come at a high cost to the 
individual. It requires much time and energy to hide one part of the self from others effectively. 
As Goffman (1963b) points out, dividing the social world can exact a psychological burden; the 
lives the stigmatized individual works so hard to create and separate are characterized by 
anxiety. These constructed realities can collapse at any moment should their impressive 
management techniques fail to protect them. Models use strategies to hide their work in one 
social group from the other. For example, Alisha commented, “my family does not like, is 
ashamed of my work. I always make sure that artists, organizers, and students do not tag pictures 
of art modelling on Facebook. But new students and artists often make the mistake of tagging 
me.” 
Consistent with research on art models (Phillips 2006), factors such as closeness of 
familial relationships and perception of friends’ opinions of public displays of nudity influenced 
art models’ decisions to conceal or reveal their work. Stiles and Clark (2011) found six levels of 
concealment used as a stigma management strategy in their study of (non-professional) 
sadomasochism practitioners, ranging from absolute concealment to completely open. Similarly, 
life models were found to engage in selective concealment, hiding their occupation from 
families, relatives, or friends. The above examples show how some life models engage in full 
concealment of their occupation. However, participants may not hide their work from family 
members, relatives, or friends who are artists or in the art business, as they do not hold prejudices 
against nude modelling. Cherokee, an African-American model who has modeled for more than 
fifty years, mentioned her mom was a model who later became a famous sculptor; her mother 
introduced her to modelling. Similarly, Sophia, who has been working as an art model since 
2000 mentioned: “My mom was supportive. She is a director of a big art school. I was not 
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popular in school. I was fat. She said that I should do modelling. She thought that it would get 
into my head that I am beautiful.” Along the same lines, Tara, a 27-year-old Hispanic art model 
with six years of nude modelling experience, expressed her family’s reaction: 
My mum is an artist. So, she was always really supportive of it. She trusts that I wanted 
to do something that I felt comfortable with. I invited her to openings where artists did 
paintings of me. She likes it that I do this and she likes to see the artists’ drawings and 
paintings of me. However, my father was the complete opposite. He was really close-
minded and did not care about the whole thing. I mean when I told him I was an artist 
model. He commented: how could I do that, that is the gateway to porn, the next thing 
you are going to do is be on Playboy. Moreover, for my sisters, I think they know I am 
probably like the most different out of all of them. But they are not judgmental about it 
either. 
 
The toll of nude modelling not only exists in personal relationships, but also in non-
personal encounters. For example, Anna, a 45-year-old female model who has been working 
since 1989, narrates her experience: “It is strange how people react when I tell them what I do. 
The immigration officer asked me my occupation. I said life modelling. He said I did not look 
like a model. He looked suspicious of my job.” She also mentioned another experience of 
prejudice at a social event. “I was dancing on an Army event. An Army officer asked me what I 
do for a living. I replied that I am a life model. After hearing about my work, he just 
disappeared.” For a few of the models in the sample, art modelling work is a side gig, and they 
aspire to other careers or attended college while working as art models. Models who have other 
careers were very concerned about being interviewed in case their coworkers or clients would 
find out about their previous work as models. For example, after a life drawing session, Saskia, a 
model distributed a pamphlet inviting people to come to her music show. I told her that I would 
come and see her perform. She asked me not to disclose her nude modelling work to her 
musician friends. She said; “please don’t tell them that you met me here. They will not 
understand that I am doing it for art.” 
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Models face the challenge of constructing a positive self-image when society views their 
occupation as tainted. Thus, they use defensive tactics to counter societal disapproval. One of the 
defensive mechanism is taking pride in the professional aspects of their work, and art models 
often focus on the positive aspects of their work. Models value life modelling for reasons that are 
intrinsic to the process of modelling itself. Most models claim to have better body image and 
higher comfort with nudity and think of modelling work as therapeutic (Phillips 2006; Chan 
2010). Philip found that models feel more powerful and see themselves as attractive through 
modelling. Models also experience being gazed at in the studio as empowering. Modelling’s 
intrinsic value serves as a moral defense against social disappoval. Art models construct 
idealized selves from their working identities. Some models, especially those who have worked 
for many years, interpret their work as artistic and creative. Most models define modelling as 
“performance arts” to help separate their positive identity from their stigmatized one. Mia 
commented: “Models are actors, performers, and they are the subject of great art.” This narrative 
extends Phillips’s (2006) findings on artistic purity in art modelling. By emphasizing the 
importance of performance, life models are in effect asserting that their real merit lies in 
creativity. For example, they use terms like “high energy,” “therapeutic,” and “meditative” to 
describe their feelings about their performance. Like actors on a stage, models know they are the 
stars of the show. “You are the center of attention, of course, there you are, on stage, everybody 
is watching you. So, yeah, just the attention and that is pretty much it.” Similarly, Mia explained:  
A model can fill a canvas with energy. Models can collaborate with the painters. One that 
can get the painter thinking of all sorts of ideas. I do not care if it is anger, I do not care if 
it is lust, I do not care if it is genuine happiness, I do not care. As long as it is on their 
canvas, and that canvas can eventually be sold, I am doing my job. If I am not inspiring 
anything, I do not want to work with them anymore. If they are not inspiring or if they 




Art models learn to perform the emotional labor involved on the model stand because it 
allows them to claim self-worth. Doing emotional labor is not only pleasant but also provides 
dignity as well, by reminding them that they are more than just motionless nude bodies. It allows 
them to define modelling as a job that takes effort, energy, creativity, and intelligence. Tara 
remarked, “art modelling to me is performance art. If I do not challenge myself to inspire artists 
to create, I have no purpose being there… A good model has that mystery and charisma. You 
have to bring something else; you cannot just be a nude body.” Similarly, Cherokee noted: “I see 
modelling as a profession as a collaboration with the artist and the ability to be creative with 
one’s body. Creativity as well as a physical ability allow one’s body to create art. I think art 
modelling is an internal profession.”  
Models retain a valued sense of self; they justify their involvement in the life drawing 
subculture. Most models define their work as being an artist’s muse. For models, the muse is 
one who is willing and able to bring creative ideas to life. Traditionally, muses have been the 
source of many artistic inspirations and great works of art, due to their beauty, character, or 
some other mysterious quality. Models reflect self-worth from art modelling and embrace this 
label of being someone’s inspiration.  
Katherine Newman (1999) studied how low-wage fast-food employees in the inner-city 
gain a sense of dignity from their work. Although their jobs are poorly compensated and 
demanding, these workers take pride in fulfilling middle-class sensibilities of responsibility by 
avoiding unemployment, street crime, or dependence on welfare. Along the same lines, art 
models build a moral defense of their work. Dave stated, “I am not ashamed because I have a 
job. My parents are relieved that I am finally earning money.” Similarly, Cherokee added, “My 
father has no problem till I pole dance without clothes.”  
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Models have a pronounced tendency to distance themselves from being just a life model. 
This interpretation was evident with the models who have more than one job or who are students. 
This “role-distancing” is a defensive strategy and internal validation associated with the 
stigmatized nature of their work (Goffman 2005). Struggling actors or musicians waiting for 
their big break put in time as life models. The benefits of a life-modelling job for musicians and 
actors or dancers are flexible schedules that allow for auditioning. Similarly, students who 
worked as life models reveal that modelling supports their student lifestyles, allowing them to 
use the money for school, work a job with a flexible schedule, or earn extra money. This 
interpretation allows them to focus on being a student, and a life model when necessary rather 
than being a life model as an identity in itself 
 In other words, rather than identifying themselves as nude models and students, they see 
themselves as students and see modelling as part of the repertoire of role expectations associated 
with that identity. Their main goal is to study and attend classes, but they must work to pay 
tuition and buy books, and modelling is how they achieve this. Tara started modelling when she 
was in college. She wanted a flexible schedule, and art modelling was appropriate at that time. 
Similarly, Mia explained: 
In the second semester of college, the guy whom I had modeled for once or twice said, “I 
will pay for your entire second semester. I will give you like 2,000 or whatever upfront.” 
Moreover, um, he said, “If you model for me on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Sundays…” 
I said, “On Sundays I have Mass.” Moreover, so he said, “After Mass.” So I modeled for 
him Mondays, Wednesdays, and Sundays and he paid for my tuition, up front. He wanted 
someone who could hold ballerina poses. I did ballerina poses all year, and I still worked 






FINDING DIGNITY AT WORK  
 
Scholarly work has defined status as the respect, regard, and influence individuals have in 
the eyes of others (Anderson, John, Keltner, and Kring 2001; Anderson, Srivastava, Beer, 
Spataro, and Chatman 2006; Berger, Cohen, and Zelditch 1972). Respect and identity are closely 
interrelated. An individual’s identity is often an internalized image of the approval and 
identification that is achieved by others (Mead 2016). Individuals feel respected when they can 
sense that they are being treated with care, dignity, and support for their positive self-concept 
(Ramarajan, Barsade, and Burack 2008). Respect for one’s identities is essential because people 
have an ardent desire to have their self-identity endorsed by others (Polzer, Milton, and Swann 
2002; Swann, Milton, & Polzer 2000). In contrast, disrespect can ruin a person’s self-concept 
(Honneth 1992:189). Members of stigmatized groups face threats to the self due to their group 
membership, including prejudice and social exclusion (Goffman 1963b). Such experiences give 
rise to concerns about establishing one’s social connections. Respectful treatment is a means to 
assure the stigmatized of their social connections (Tyler, Degoey, and Smith 1996). Furthermore, 
because of social acceptance, members of stigmatized groups are likely to have a higher 
preference for respect (Bergsieker, Shelton, and Richeson 2010).  
Academic work has focused on how workers assign meaning to their labor, often finding 
autonomy and dignity in a job that outsiders perceive to be thankless, dirty work (Hodson 1991). 
The empirical question is how art models find dignity at work as shame and stigma are pushed 
on art models. Dignity refers to the sense of self-esteem and self-respect and to hold a social 
presence that is worthy of regard from others. Dignity at work means pride in one’s work or in 
one’s ability to perform. Qualitative interviews with models underline the special importance of 
perceived respectful treatment in the workplace. Dignity has intrinsic value for the art model, but 
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it also serves to mediate the apparent constraints of poor pay, job insecurity, stigma, shame, 
discrimination, and the emotional/physical strain that often accompanies art modelling.  
Models give importance to the sense of community and mutual respect. According to 
models, a work environment characterized by respect shows its appreciation by rewarding them 
in tangible and intangible ways. Accomplishments are recognized with pay raises, bonuses, gift 
certificates, promotions, verbal compliments, and certificates or plaques of achievement. Some 
of the older models who have worked in art schools for years appreciate the pay raises and 
bonuses. Participants in my study equated disrespect with being devalued, lack of empathy, rude 
behavior and lack of concern, and social isolation.  
Models’ positive work values and a sense of dignity are based on the fulfilling and 
humanizing aspect of work. Models’ perception of dignity at work is about gaining respect, 
recognition, appreciation, forming a social connection, and being part of the art community. 
Social connection in the workplace means participatory belonging and finding dignity. Models 
speak of the gratification of appearing in a work of art, the friendships that sometimes result 
from modelling sessions, enjoying the creative challenge of inventing interesting poses for 
artists, seeing them working hard on drawing their bodies, and a sense of freedom and self-
invention that can come with the job. There is an unspoken dialogue, a sense of connection. 
Models feel that they are partners or collaborators in the process of artistic production.” For 
example, I recall one session, where a very skinny, bald, elderly model in her seventies had been 
posing. She walked around in her robe during breaks, looking at the drawings of the artists with a 
smile of pride on her face. I could see she was pleased at the artists drawing her aging body. She 
complimented one of my drawings of her. I asked her if she enjoyed life modelling and she said, 
“I feel happy with the way my body looks and behaves as I see it from a perspective other than a 
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mirror or photographs.” She enjoyed being in the presence of artists and being the center of 
attention.  
Models do face some forms of workplace isolation because of deliberate 
exclusion, which can lead to feelings of ostracism and alienation. Social isolation is the lack of 
social connection or absence of meaningful relationships and includes unfair treatment based on 
prejudice. For example, Anna shared her experience of social isolation:  
I work for a lot of nasty people. I was screamed at. People being extremely petty and it is 
not like a regulated industry. People just feel like they can do whatever they want, treat 
you any way that they feel. There is much exploitation because of that, regarding like 
how much work you can get out of somebody. There was a place that I worked where the 
woman who was organizing the drawing session paid very little; she used a stopwatch to 
time me. She said to me that during the break that I get to sit with them at the table and 
have tea and cookies. That was such a sick mentality, that what do you mean I get to sit at 
a table like what is that? What’s the alternative to that, you know what I mean, like I get 
to sit at a table like what am I? Yea uh you know house slave! 
While Marx's observations and theories focus on the early industrial capitalism of the 
nineteenth century, his theory of the alienation of workers holds true with contemporary life 
modelling. Work alienation is a multidimensional concept (Blauner 1964): powerlessness, 
meaninglessness, social isolation and self-estrangement. Evan, a male model in his sixties 
complained, “what I dislike about art modelling is that when people treat models as props. They 
do not give models the respect that they deserve. They think art models are idiots who just stand. 
Art models are a muse. They inspire.” Evan’s analogy of model as prop reflects Blauner’s 
conception of self-estrangement as a person's lack of control over events in life. In this case, 
models feel themselves to be a thing, an object controlled and manipulated by others or an 
impersonal system.  
The majority of the models in my sample indicated that self-estrangement stems from a 
lack of empathy. Anna expressed her frustration: “I do not like classes where I am required to 
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stand for a very long time. I dislike classes where the artist does not have empathy for the model. 
I hate when artists or instructor say, ‘it is an easy job. You just must stay still. It is so easy to lie 
down.’ However, it is challenging to resume the pose. It becomes painful. It is difficult to lie 
down in the same position for a very long time. People should realize because patients who are 
immobile get bedsores.” Similarly, Dicky scornfully remarked: 
I do not like when people do not appreciate what we do for them. There are monitors who 
do not give enough time for breaks. Maybe they don’t do it on purpose. As soon as the 
pose ends, they immediately set the time for the break. It is painful to lie down in the 
same position over and over for two weeks. It all stems from lack of empathy. The ability 
to envision what it would feel like. I feel that this type of artist would not be as good at 
their drawing because how can you not see what I am doing. 
Anecdotal evidence points to the process of exploitation. For example, Dicky recounted 
her experience with a monitor: “There was a time where this monitor tried to keep me longer in 
the class longer than I was supposed to be. I called him out on it. We started yelling at each 
other; it was just unprofessional, it was not right. I do not like monitors that are greedy with 
time.” This incident entails an apparatus of domination in the form of surveillance. Monitors or 
artists exercise delegated powers when they attempt to dominate models. Models voice their 
opinion about being disrespected when they are are dominated by monitors, instructors, or artists, 
or are merely treated as “objects.” Anna and Dicky’s complaint that the artist fails to recognize 
them as human represents self-alienation.  
Human dignity can be violated in multiple ways. In the workplace, dignity can be 
violated by mismanagement or by managerial abuse. Cursing or telling crude jokes constitutes a 
violation of dignity. Models find it very offensive when someone comments or mocks their 
bodies. A male model in his fifties shared his experience in an open studio. “I went for an 
audition. The studio organizer, after the audition, mocked, ‘your big testicles will cost me 
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money.’ How can someone say something like this?” Similarly, Anna narrated one of the 
incidents:  
I, one time, modeled where they had life drawing, and they took my picture with my 
profile, my face, and published it in the paper. Photographs of me, naked which I did not 
even know about it, I found out because two people called me and told “You were in the 
newspaper” and I looked, and I am completely shocked. No one asked if I was ok with it, 
and I tried suing them. The lawyer that I spoke to wouldn’t take the case because um he 
said that it was not for profit, but there was no need for a model like … or anything so I 
did not sign anything so they just basically disrespected me. Also the stuff that the guy 
wrote about me and my friend. It was disturbing. It was degrading.  
 
In some cases, violations of dignity can cross the line and become something much more 
severe. Violations include verbal abuse, which can involve making disparaging remarks to 
models, making unwanted sexual advances or comments, the delivery of threats, or physical 
harm. Such incidents create the need for controls to prevent escalation. For example, Charlie, a 
42- year old male model who has worked as a life model since 2004, explained one of the 
incidents that occurred in an art school where he worked: “One guy asked a model for coffee. 
She refused. He gave her a brown bag next day. She opened the bag and found used lingerie. The 
art school management asked him to leave.” 
The organization of contingent work exemplifies contemporary conditions of modelling 
labor and aggravates the degree of alienation. Economically, psychologically, and socially, 
contingent employment alienates workers further. The arrangement of contingent work reduces 
the control of workers over the overall organization of the workplace and the immediate work 
process itself. Anna criticized the work environment in New York art schools and private 
studios. She compared it to art schools and studios in Iceland:  
In Iceland, labor laws are way more regulated. So the attitude towards models was not 
let’s see um how much we can get out of this person and how little we can give them in 
return. The place I worked had a, a washing machine and a dryer on the premises and so 
they would never use the same sheets twice, unless it was for a backdrop or something, 
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without washing them in between. So you never saw fabric that people had sat on. In 
New York, there were stains on sheets that were so dirty that I got skin infections 
repeatedly, and then people complain that your skin is like full of sores. In Iceland, they 
also had very nice terry cloth bathrobes that were nice and thick that, they had there like 
10 of them for the models to use. I did not have to bring my own robe because they 
provided it and provided a locked space for you to change and keep your stuff. You get 
the robe there. They would have a little break lounge where they had at least coffee, 
sometimes other things too. The coffee was sold, but models never had to pay. I think the 
instructors paid for their coffee, everything for the model was free, and there was a 
specific lounge for the models and instructors. So the model was never lower than the 
instructor, was always equal.  
 
Lack of discipline at schools, with younger pupils peeping or even storming in on life 
classes, can strip models of their dignity. Zara explained, “the rules are created to protect us. I 
appreciate all of them. In some art schools, sometimes it gets annoying when the only person 
who can talk to us is the monitor. Somebody has to say something to the monitor.” Any activity 
that disrupts the workplace and distracts models from doing their jobs can constitute rude 
behavior. Sara continued this line of thought: 
I do not like in some school where there are 18-year-olds, who when drawing me, and I 
am nude on the platform, are chatting with each other. I hate that. I want the teacher to 
remind them that I am not just a still life. I am a person. I am up there. They need to 
respect that. This happens mostly with freshman and the 18-year-olds. It gets on my 
nerves. They are not talking about me. However, it is my work. I am working, and they 
should be working too. The older art students and the professional artists are respectful of 
the models. They treat the models very well. I like working in an open studio where the 
owner is super protective. When the phone rings, they give the model five dollars. This 
never happens, but that is awesome. It is to show the artist whom they respect.  
Minority models face psychological costs. Black models, for instance, bear additional 
burdens in a predominantly white environment. For centuries, black people have been reduced to 
stereotypes. Whether consciously carried out or not, institutions such as the art world are 
essential sites for the production and contestation of competing narratives of race and ethnicity. 
Indeed, this challenge is more evident in life drawing rooms where bodies are the primary focus. 
One such stereotype is that black women are a threat that requires further monitoring and 
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policing. Historically, the representation of black women has been associated with overtly and 
primitive sexual creatures. This stereotype means that the black bodies are seen as “subhuman,” 
“super human,” or savages but never normal (Carrington 2001). Racial or ethnic discrimination 
can be overt or obvious, or it can be subtle and more difficult to detect, such as the artist’s 
reaction to the entry of the African model. For example, Valerie, a female African-American 
model, faced the challenge of confronting old representations of hyper-sexuality. She 
experienced a constant white gaze and demeaning criticism. The following anecdote illustrates 
how black female models are often subjected to a systematic process of sexualization that 
devalues their skills:  
I felt a kind of discrimination in a particular studio where a few artists were annoyed to 
find out I was the model. They were expecting a white model. They were complaining 
about me. I only draw this. They are used to drawing European features only. One said 
that my hair has too many details. I am described as an alien feature. What the fuck is 
that! Sometimes they say why my pose seems sexual. A feminist artist was saying to the 
organizer that she was worried about my pose. Policing is unnecessary. She wanted to 
disrespect me.  
CONCLUSION  
 
This chapter explores how the occupational hardships involved with stigma, low pay, and 
unpredictability impact the lives of models. The theoretical framework in this study is a synthesis 
of symbolic interactionism, dramaturgy, and the sociology of emotions in examining 
occupational meaning and identity. The subjective aspect of the work is derived from the 
respondents’ own evaluations.  
Life modelling has been associated, quite frequently, with bohemian life forms. However, 
the increase of economic and social crises associated with the precarity of work has left deep 
marks on the lives of many models. Dealing with this duality of bohemianism and 
precariousness, I analyzed models’ work situations to comprehend how they survive and how 
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they resist. I then explained, in detail, art models’ experience of social stigma in their everyday 
life. What is the experience of social stigma? How do models encounter a stigma that is imposed 
by others, and how does one come to terms with it in one’s own sense of identity? How do 
models manage the presence of stigma in their interactions with others?  
Art models are aware of the stigma they carry and need affirmation, or their job 
performance, commitment, and sense of well-being will suffer. The affirmation comes in gaining 
respect at work and a sense of belonging to the art world. Dignity has intrinsic value for life 
models, but it also serves to mediate the obvious constraints of poor pay, job insecurity, and the 
emotional/physical strain that often accompany modelling. Models construct dignity by 
reframing the meaning of work and resisting stereotypes of art modelling to generate dignified 
collective identities. The next chapter discusses how the norms, mores, and the desexualized, 
pedagogical work setting of art institutions destigmatize and legitimize contemporary art 
modelling. It illustrates how symbolic boundaries, written and unwritten rules, and art school 










CHAPTER 4. DEFENSE OF LIFE MODELLING FROM PORNOGRAPHY 
“I have an absolute belief in the expressive power of the human body and 
a never-tiring devotion to the dignity of nudity.” Pablo Picasso 
 
The social environment consists of “systems of knowledge, beliefs, behaviors, and 
customs shared by members of an interacting group to which members can refer and employ as 
the basis of further interaction” (Fine 1979: 734). Life drawing sessions are a distinct social 
world, with their own ways of acting, talking, and thinking. They have their own personal 
vocabulary, their own activities, interests, set of norms, routines, and tacit stocks of background 
knowledge (Schütz 1972) shared between participants. Lawler, Thye, and Yoon (2008) argue 
that recognizable structures within the social environment produce distinctive “micro social 
orders.” Identity is related to interaction rules, and the awareness of them makes people 
conscious of social norms in protecting their positive identity. Breaking these rules can make 
people vulnerable to stigma and to assaults on their sense of self (Goffman 1983: 4). 
Interactional “rules” ease the process of “trust” building between members of the social world 
(Goffman 1967). When these rules are breached, the identity and credibility of the participants 
becomes spoiled; their behavior or action is inferior and undesired (Goffman 1956: 266). 
Interaction order depends on interaction strategies: negotiation, persuasion, manipulation, 
and coercion (citation); implicit or explicit norms, articulation, or the practical coordination of 
lines of work or action; formal or informal agreements and policies established between 
participants; the production of arrangements through the process of actors’ confronting 
problematic situations; and actors’ stances, or participants’ status, positions, roles, and power. In 
this spirit, drawing on ideas from Goffman’s dramaturgical theory and symbolic interactionism, 
my central argument is based on the observation of interaction strategies, behavior, etiquette, 
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written rules, unspoken rules, routines, interactional patterns, symbolic boundaries, and rituals of 
life drawing. 
Life modelling has long struggled with the public perception of it as sexual labor. As a 
response, the interactive order has made strict calls for the desexualization of encounters to 
legitimize proper art training and practice. The workplace’s interactive order protects life 
models from vulnerability, shame, stigma, and assaults on self and identity. Life drawing 
classrooms or studios are legitimate organizational areas where drawing from life nudes is 
collectively performed. As a set of practices and social indicators, an interaction order 
(Goffman 1983) furnishes basic sense-making tools for artists, students, and models. 
Authenticity, professional relationships, the building of trust, and the dialogical establishment of 
the non-sexual environment are key elements of interactive order in a typical art classroom or 
studio.  
The central argument is that life models, students, model coordinators, and artists 
contribute to the interaction patterns that normalize nudity, maintain professionalism, and protect 
the integrity of life models. In a life drawing classroom, the interaction order is maintained 
through three main categories: non-sexual attitude towards nudity, desexualization, and adhering 
to social norms. This chapter shows how the interaction order is maintained or disturbed. 
Members of life drawing use strategies to stay in control of their feelings and to avoid allegations 
of sexual misconduct. Artists, students, models, or instructors, however, do not always maintain 
decorum when they are unfamiliar with often-unspoken rules and symbolic boundaries. 
Ethnographic anecdotes and in-depth interviews outline the tense atmosphere that is created by 




NON-SEXUAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS NUDITY 
 
The human body is one of the most common things an artist needs to draw or paint, but it 
is also the most difficult. Learning the skills to quickly and accurately capture the essence of a 
human form is most easily done by observing real people. Life drawing requires intense 
observation and focus. Artists concentrate on the intricacy of the human body, on light and 
shadow, and they are busy with the technical challenge of training the hand to render what the 
eye sees. In this way, art curriculums encourage students to dehumanize models’ bodies. In a 
typical drawing class, the bare bodies of life models translate into lines, shapes, forms, lights, 
tones, compositions, and textures. The fieldnotes below describes a typical life drawing session 
in an open studio: 
The studio is equipped with lots of art books and many anatomical specimens. Space is 
small and packed. Music is not allowed, but that does not prevent anyone from using an 
iPod. There are folding chairs in front of the model stand, if one prefers to be close and 
draw while seated, and a ring of raised tables and easels around the perimeter, if one 
prefers to be a little farther back. Visibility is good from almost everywhere. Once the 
posing starts the place is dead quiet. At a few of the breaks, the instructor with a drawing 
of a figure with muscles exposed, sat on the stand and would trace some muscles and 
quickly say what they were. The instructor would hand out a photocopy of one page from 
the anatomy book. At the last break, instructor announces, “you can show me your 
drawings if you need any feedback.”  
Artists found that viewing models as something other than a person helped them to cope 
with the sexual nature of nude modelling. Life model bodies that are transformed into shape and 
form are not different from any other object to draw from. This finding is consistent with 
previous research indicating that medical students and doctors deal with uncomfortable feelings 
about patient’s nudity and examinations by objectifying their patient's bodies (Emerson 1970; 
Scully 1980; Smith and Kleinman 1989; Todd 1989). Sara, a young model commented: 
it is always that the relationship with nudity when you are modelling is fundamentally 
different from how you see nudity in all other areas. Obviously, it is considered very 
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private. Usually, nudity is linked with sexuality. I got over that very quickly. I wasn’t 
worried that people were judging my body. I knew when you are a model nobody sees 
you as a sexual object. They should not be. I was not different from a piece of furniture. 
They are focusing on producing a drawing. 
 Models are aware of the peculiarly dispassionate gaze that falls on them and that dispassion 
guarantees neutral acceptance. Referring to models as bodies does not seem to imply that these 
artists or students lose compassion or empathy for models as human beings. A model is not 
uncomfortable with artists and students observing their bodies because they are not looking at 
their bodies for sexual enjoyment. From this point of view, drawing a nude body “on a personal 
level” might provoke “sexual excitement.” Thinking of models as inanimate objects enables 
artists to desexualize the art training and practice. 
Participants in the study define art models as artists’ muses. One model stated: “Art 
modelling is using one’s body for artistic depiction—drawing, painting, and sculpting.” 
Similarly, a young model who has been modelling for six years agreed: “I see modelling as a 
profession, a collaboration between artist and the ability to be creative with one’s body.” There is 
a general perception among models that nude bodies become the “raw material” for some works 
of art. Models are a template for an artist and an inspiration to the process. As an instrument for 
the instructor of an anatomy class, the model may present all or a portion of their body for 
specific lessons on anatomy. It is common to break the body down into various parts for 
concentrated study in an anatomy class.  
Though public nudity is still taboo, most models find that it is perfectly acceptable. 
Charlie, a forty-two-year-old life model, explained the difference between nudity and nakedness. 
“It tells us, subtly and authoritatively, that appearing nude on the podium is a very different thing 
from appearing naked.” He cited art historian Kenneth Clark (1956), who claimed there is a 
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difference: A naked human body is exposed, vulnerable, embarrassing. The word “nude,” on the 
other hand, a composed, flourishing and self-assured body.  
Models learn not to see a difference between standing on the podium nude and standing 
there fully clothed. Once the model has dropped the robe, they have socially progressed to a 
position where being nude in front of others is easy. Both male and female models reveal that 
the first time dropping the robe in front of strangers is the most challenging time. Dicky recalled 
her first experience as a life model:  
I like remembering when I was first time modelling I remember that I had a bathrobe. I 
got on the modelling stand. The teacher looks at me and she says we are starting now. For 
a second, I thought that once I take off the robe, I cannot take it back. It is done. I took 
off the robe, and there was complete silence. Then I heard shh shh ...scratching of the 
charcoal on the paper. Then I thought what I was expecting. I believed that people would 
be horrified. I was expecting them to throw tomatoes at me. 
DESEXUALIZATION 
 
  Artists routinely draw from nude bodies. Yet, both artists and models are expected to 
avoid or deny personal sexual feelings and ignore the expression of any sexual desire. How do 
they desexualize the display of nudity? Artists, students, and models are guided in this task in 
several ways. Formal organizational policies and professional ethics govern artist and model 
interactions. Both life models and artists continuously monitor their own behavior and that of 
others in the studio. This impression management is contained in subtle maneuvers and detail, 
and these interactions are governed by a unique ethos or a set of implicit rules. Goffman (1956) 
recognized that through interactions stable patterns arise, common standards and actions, shared 
knowledge, in which we recognize a range of social actions. The interactions in the life drawing 




“Incidents” or embarrassments happen in any social setting (Goffman 1956), but in the 
presence of the nude model, unexpectedness brings a greater sense of vulnerability. Many of the 
research participants repeatedly insisted that life drawing is professional but recounted anecdotes 
about some form of sexual behavior in the life drawing room usually deemed inappropriate, 
awkward, or transgressive. The desire to contain, sublimate, or deny the presence of sexual 
desire or sexual behavior in the life drawing room is a strong element of life drawing, but this 
does not mean that it is absent. For example, Sara reveals, “what I do not like about modelling 
are occasional unwanted romantic advances from men. Men tend to think that you are available. 
If she is willing to pose nude, then she is open to anything.” Similarly, Cherokee disclosed her 
experience about unwanted behavior.  
Model: I think there are unspoken rules. Nobody is going to say what are you doing after 
class? Why don't you come over and sleep with me?  
Interviewer: Did you ever face such situation?  
Model: Not face but I have dealt with perverts. They have insinuated that they want 
more. 
Interviewer: Where did this happen?  
 
Model: This has happened in the Drink and Draw event. This particular person comes, 
and he always draws me the most. I am not worried about it. I can see who is there for 
what. It is about common sense. Street-smart goes a long way. If you see a snake in the 
grass, you are not going near it. 
 
The above examples reveal that the sexualization of encounters is the most significant 
breach of ethical codes. Flirting, predatory gazing, male erection, and erotic posing are deviant 
practices because these behaviors acknowledge the body’s presence as a personal and sexual 
object. These behaviours or actions become contaminating “matter out of place” (Douglas 1966: 
36) in an apparently nonsexual context, which challenges the formal definition of the situation 
(Weinberg 1965). Symbolically, these practices bring the discreditable stigma (Goffman 1963b) 
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of nude modelling to bear on the model’s social face. To identify the naked body as such is to 
expose it, stripping the model of their cloak of respectability and then vulnerable to alternative 
definitions of the situation. This kind of deviant behavior symbolically points to the notion of 
nude modelling to as sex-work.  
Flirting also redefines the situation as a sexualized encounter. Models follow their gut 
instinct and avoid such situations. Mia commented; “I do not like when men hit on me. I stopped 
going to one place where the moderator was trying to be overly friendly.” Similarly, female 
models carefully book private gigs. Dicky, a female model in her late thirties, narrated her own 
experience: 
The most troubling experience I had when I posed for this guy. I was getting private gigs 
on craigslist. The way he spoke was not the exactly what I am used to communicating 
with the artist. He did not look completely sketchy. I thought that I could handle it. I 
went. He did not do anything, but I felt that he was hoping that after this will turn into a 
date or a sexual escapade. After the class, he offered me alcohol. I said, “No thanks! I do 
not want any alcohol. I have got water on me.” I smiled. I waited for my check. Grabbed 
the check I smiled, and I said see you later. I try my best to assess the creep level. Of 
course, not taking private gigs is one way to avoid that. If I take private gigs, it is usually 
with someone I have already worked with in class. I get to see how they interact in the 
class. If I make a mistake, there is a slim chance that something horrible will happen. So I 
do not want to risk my life. I was off with that guy he was not outright harmful. He was 
not entirely off the level. I did not feel comfortable. I did not like that I had to monitor 
everything constantly.  
Models experience these same pressures and anxiety in online interactions, but greater 
control over self-presentational behavior in computer-mediated communication allows models to 
manage their online interactions more strategically. As people are less inhibited in interacting 
with strangers (Rubin 1975) because of the visual anonymity present in online communication 
(Joinson 2001), concerns about the prospect of online deception are common (Bowker and 
Tuffin 2003; Donath 1999; Donn and Sherman 2002). Assessing and demonstrating credibility 
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through language use is one of the strategies that models use to protect themselves from unsafe 
situations. Dicky recalled her own experience in online dealings:  
I took a break, and I returned to modelling in 2004. By that time, I was not modelling and 
did not have contacts with art schools. I was trying to reach out to art schools. One of the 
things I did was advertise on craigslist. Usually, I put my stats as Southeast Asian model 
with dark hair, medium complexion available for drawing and painting. Then I linked to 
the website with a couple of pictures. So that they get to see how do I look like when I 
pose and the artwork that I help others to create this. So, they would know I am not crazy. 
People would contact me through emails. I would gauge how legit things were from the 
way they wrote to me. It does not mean that a legit artist will not be a creep. They are not 
mutually exclusive. You must weigh how comfortable you feel. There are certain words 
that we use to describe bodies, nudity, and forms Artist will use again and again. I look 
out for lingo I do not expect a freshman in art school necessarily to know. They will 
eventually pick it up. I liked them to tell me about their project that they are working on. I 
like them to show me some of their drawings and artwork.  
The above experience illustrates the language usage that models look for in online 
communication: the use of formal words used in art training or by established artists. When 
discussing her strategies, Dicky directly or indirectly referred to the fact that she carefully 
attended to subtle, almost minute cues in others’ presentational messages, and often seemed to 
take the same degree of care when crafting her messages. She was aware of her self-presentation 
cues and avoided any mention of sexuality in the messages or communication, which she felt 
might indicate “creepiness.” The screening process proceeds after models meet artists in-person 
or continue to interact online, although it is unlikely that private artists would be turned away 
after a prior booking had been agreed upon. The decisions to book appeared to be based upon an 
unwillingness to accept certain modes of behavior where certain behaviors can cross specific 
social boundary norms.  
In life modelling, the naked body, usually an intensely private, backstage object, has been 
brought into the frontstage region, where it is exposed to strangers. “Civil inattention” (Goffman 
1963a) is crucial here. While drawing from nude bodies, artists and models practice emotional 
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discipline by presenting blank, emotionless faces. This pattern serves as a shame-avoidance 
mechanism (Brooks-Gardner and Gronfein 2005), keeping away accusations of voyeurism 
(Weinberg 1965). Artists, instructors, students and monitors are implicated in this, too, and must 
maintain a delicate balance between appearing vigilant in observing nude models and 
demonstrating that their gaze is nonsexual. This action is partly achieved by the careful 
management of facial expressions and by the organization of the class as a “theatrical” space.  
Artist must balance how often they look at the model, as looking too much is also 
suspect. This is the site of a disciplined gaze—a gaze that is without interest in the sexual, a gaze 
that is performed as an affronting lack-of-interest, a peek or a non-prying glance. The model’s 
exposed genitals present a severe challenge to the issue of gazing. Close attention to the face is 
relatively straightforward, but close attention to genitals is harder to negotiate. Moreover, any 
failure to portray the model’s genitals accurately is just as disturbing to models as excessive 
attention would be. Novice artists and students often face this issue. A young and vivacious artist 
that I was regularly chatting with shared her experience with me; “Initially I had problems 
drawing genitals because I did not know how to look. Once it was this model’s penis that was 
drawn completely out of proportion.”  
The issue of gazing is not limited to artists only, but also how models cope with it. Life 
models avoid most eye contact with artists. I asked one of the regular models about this during a 
break. She replied, “I try to focus on a point when I am posing. The place is so small that the 
point I pick to stare at, somebody is always standing there. I avoid watching them. I try staring 
past them.” This type of face work creates a climate of minimal security, thus relieving feelings 
of anxiety or fear. In averting their gaze, models display their lack of recognition of spectators 
and their unwillingness to become more familiar. Models typically perform a brief, negative 
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interpersonal ritual, which according to Goffman (1963a: 84) is “civil inattention”: models give 
artists enough visual notice to demonstrate that one acknowledges the presence of the other.  
There is a norm of anonymity which governs behavior in life drawing studio between 
models and artists. There is respect for the model and the artist, for the space, and for the privacy 
of the model. People make a conscious effort in the intimacy of the gaze: the only contact that 
should take place between artist and model. Models avoid looking around the room during a pose 
because their head movements can distract from their pose. Models select a general reference 
point to look at. When posing, models avoid staring directly at an artist. Novice models find 
gazing the most challenging.  
In life drawing rooms, embarrassment can occur from situations outside the ordinary. For 
instance, coping with menstrual periods and erections is a significant issue in life drawing. In one 
class, a male model had an erection while posing. Both male and female artists blushed at the 
sight of it, though the model remained calm and suppressed all signs of shame and 
embarrassment, which is in line with the dramaturgical framework that says when one’s 
projected self is jeopardized during an interaction, remaining calm and composed controls signs 
of shame and embarrassment. No attempts are made to mask what was not supposed to be 
disclosed because it disturbs the smooth flow of the encounter. Moreover, “the experience of 
embarrassment is not limited to the failing performers.” I have observed that artists pretend to 
ignore what was happening, and continue drawing and painting as if no incident has occurred, 
despite blushing. This is what Goffman calls “studied non-observance.” In awkward moments, 
the normal reaction is to ignore the disruptions, therefore, offering the failing performer a chance 
to save humiliation, thereby preserving the interaction order rather than upsetting it entirely. In 
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other words, participants in an interaction support each other’s self, making interactive 
participation a mutual obligation (Goffman 1956). 
Like Phillips’s study of artist models in Portland, I found models had intense anxiety 
about avoiding erections and maintaining a professional atmosphere in life drawing rooms 
(2006). The unease of artists and models is not only confined to the penis but includes the sexual 
issue itself. Most male models have a strategy, like thinking about taxes or ideas for books. A 
male model’s erection on the podium indicates a lack of sense of propriety and workplace ethic, 
as sexual behavior at work is related to unprofessionalism. Bob, a sixty-three-year-old male 
model, illustrated the importance of the work ethic and how it related to non-sexual behavior:  
I have been modelling for thirty years, and I never had any incident. It is learning how to 
adjust your poses. I have heard of it happening a lot. Several times even most 
experienced male models have an erection on the modelling stand. It is because their 
mind is filthy and not focusing.  
Unlike male models, female models do not have to face issues with erections, but a few 
models reveal having problems during menstruation. For example, the decision to model while 
menstruating differs among models. Some are conscientious about not booking when they expect 
to be menstruating. Other models are entirely comfortable using a tampon and inserting the 
string. Some choose to be semi-nude if the instructor allows. For example, in one of the drawing 
events, Cherokee was semi-nude on the stand when other models were fully nude. Later, I asked 
her about her decision, and she replied that she had had her period. 
Nude modelling is intended to highlight the human anatomy for figurative artists rather 
than to be pornographic. Sake, a burlesque performer, said she used to perform erotic poses 
initially and started learning to perform non-erotic poses. A group who demands poses with an 
erotic theme are usually upfront about it at the time of booking so models can decide if they are 
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comfortable with it. None of the models in this study revealed that they ever discovered this 
upon arrival and felt obligated or intimidated to do anything with which they were 
uncomfortable.  
Apart from avoiding erotic poses, models are often careful performing interactive 
poses.24 Artists and students learn from interactive poses, and few models mind posing with 
another model sometimes of the opposite sex. There are limits, however, to the ways models 
interact on the stage. For instance, I observed a session where a Spanish-speaking male and 
female model posed, and I sensed the female model’s reluctance and awkwardness when the 
nude male model was holding her very close to him.  Perhaps because of this, couples are often 
hired for interactive poses. Unlike erotic art, in a typical life drawing session two models 
together are not required to touch, although nobody objects if they freely choose to do so. 
Couples working together doesn’t mean there will be erotic poses. For example, Sara, voiced a 
common perception that there is an unspoken rule—no romantic poses. She said, “I started 
working with my then boyfriend. We used to perform interactive poses. It is not supposed to be 
sexy. It should not be romantic. We took advantage of the fact that we are a couple. We can 
touch comfortably but nothing sexual.” Similarly, Bob shared his experience of group posing.  
I and my wife started going to these art schools together. People got to know that we are 
married. Some schools immediately booked us together. At this drawing class, we 
showed up together. After 5 minutes pose, the instructor came and asked us if we knew 
each other. I said how long do you know your spouse? He looked at me and said you 
guys are married. Yes. He booked us immediately for the rest of the semester. We were 
booked for September, October, November.  
 
 
                                                 
 
24 Models stand together, and sometimes it requires some sort of touching. 
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ADHERING TO SOCIAL NORMS 
 
The “ideal” model is highly conventional and desexualized. The behavior of artists, 
students, and instructors, and by implication their sexual expression, disturbs the desired notion 
of the desexualized setting. Sexual desire disturbs the norms that artists and models are 
endeavoring to achieve. I now turn to the specific policing mechanisms used by members of the 
community to regulate sexual activity. While these mechanisms apply to a wide range of 
“inappropriate” behaviors, one of the most critical factors in determining the context of nudity is 
social norms. As life drawing is a legitimate space for the public display of nudity, the structure 
of the social interactions within it is a direct reflection of the commitment of individuals to its 
norms and ethos.  
Life drawing is a local social world with its own set of rules, norms, and background 
knowledge. Participants tacitly understand these rules and use them to create the appearance of a 
microsocial order. This study identified four main categories of rules: protection of model’s 
privacy, respect for personal space, maintaining silence, and avoiding photography. These rules 
are sustained by ceremonial rituals. Personal space is protected by the careful navigation of body 
vehicles, civil inattention, affective discipline, and gaze aversion. Respect for others’ disciplinary 
regimes is shown by the rituals of deference and demeanor (Goffman 1967b). There are implicit 
rules of silence, personal spacing, and self-restraint that aim at protecting the dignity of the 
model. In an open studio, my field notes reveal how members follow norms:  
Once the posing starts, the place is dead quiet. Any talking is met with a “shush.” There 
is no sound other than the soft rasp of pencil and charcoal on paper and the occasional 
turning of pages. One can only hear the cadences of the soft hush of charcoal, punctuated 
by the frantic rubbing of gum erasers grinding into paper, producing a responsive creak 
and squeak and slide from the easels, as hands and arms push into and strain against the 
armature supporting the surface of the paper, now drawn, now erased. Music is not 
allowed but that doesn't prevent anyone from using an i-pod. The monitor announces in 
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every session, “please put your cell phone in silent mode. I will charge five dollars fine if 
your cell phone rings.” Walking into the studio during the posing is also not allowed. 
During the breaks, there is much visiting and talk, and some models come and look at the 
artwork created by the artists.  
Occasionally, participants break one of the residual rules, threatening the interaction 
order. Personal space may be invaded, disrespect for art school disciplinary regimes may be 
observed, or encounters may be sexualized by those who flirt or level a predatory gaze at a 
model’s body. Social reactions to rule breakers take the form of morally indignant comments and 
gestures, which strengthen their commitment to the norms that have been violated. Reactions to 
rule breakers draw a veil over proceedings, concealing the naked vulnerability of the interaction 
order. 
A norm often becomes salient to interactions only after it is violated. In life drawing 
sessions, norms are adhered to by most of the people most of the time, but there are occasions on 
which they are broken. As Strauss (1978) argued, negotiated order is precariously upheld and 
subject to continual revision. Participants have only a tacit understanding of the norms on which 
they rely, and so there is plenty of room for misinterpretation. Thus, although the norms of the 
classroom are fundamental to its interaction order, they become visible only when breached 
(Garfinkel 1967) by events that confound participants’ expectations. Deviant action may be 
either intentional or unintentional. In the second case, artists and students inadvertently break the 
rules because they are unaware of them: These are otherwise conformist people who have 
“drifted” into situational deviance (Becker 1963; Matza 1964). For example, Bob, a sixty-three 
years old male model recalled one incident when he got upset because an artist overstepped the 
boundaries: 
It was in a continuing education class. I had one of my hands up. During posing 
somebody came behind me and grabbed my arm because he thought that my arm was in a 
wrong spot. I almost hit him. I am completely nude and how can someone come and 
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grab. I am standing there vulnerable. What an idiot he was! He never came to the class. I 
could never believe that somebody could be that insensitive or that dumb. Ask and never 
touch a model.  
The above case indicates a sense of mild moral indignation. These acts are not serious 
crimes but infractions of informal norms, which are often subtle and unspoken to the point of 
being indiscernible. Indeed, this is a much more effective means of social control in this 
environment. Artists and models have internalized the norms of the class to the extent that they 
want to follow them and so are motivated to respond to any rule breakers. Actors are motivated 
to keep order, both for themselves and for those around them. Charlie, a male model, informed 
me about cell phone use during sessions:  
Art schools are very strict for obvious reasons. To maintain a model’s modesty. No cell 
phones during sessions. It happens a lot. There was a class where they fine $10 when the 
phone goes off. Artist’s Mannikins is expensive. It is $300-400. They got the money. 
People did not turn off the phone. End of the term from they got a skeleton.  
The organization of life drawing operates in connection with disciplinary institutions 
such as art schools or art organizations. Interactions in the microscopic focus of scrutiny 
cultivate not only the bodies on display and their attributes, abilities, and movements, but how 
the body in such a context is played out and looked upon. The interactions, administrative 
measures, spatial, and temporal arrangements in life drawing studios are regulated. Discipline is 
normalized by structured routines, surveillance, norms, and punishment. The ability to shape 
interaction is upheld by actors who monitor their own and other members’ behavior. Individuals 
willingly surrender to disciplinary regimes to sustain the interaction order. The following 
example shows how behavior and interaction deviate from classroom etiquette. Zara complained 
about people talking:  
Once I was modelling in a figure drawing class. In one class, the entire time I am posing 
they are chatting as if there is a small little party going on. As a model it is distracting. If 
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you don’t draw, get the hell out of here. You are rude to the model, the rest of the 
students, and the instructor. 
It is arguable that the role of sexuality within the professional art studio is complicated by 
the need to maintain professional distance and convey a sense of cosmopolitan ease. Participants 
in a life drawing studio must maintain a standard of “decency.” This standard prevails in art 
studios because of the wider social climate of sexual propriety that nude models and clothed 
artists find themselves in. This act of decency is evident in a common pattern that I have 
noticed—models never undress on the podium. They use a small space near the bathroom to 
remove their street clothes and come to the podium in a robe or long T-shirt. Dressing and 
undressing are intimate, personal acts. Undressing in front of the artists sets the wrong tone for 
the session, and many consider it unprofessional. Models wear robes, t-shirts and shorts, or sweat 
pants during breaks, especially when walking around the room and among the artists. It is 
required for models to be nude on the modelling stand—that is their expected role. It is deviant, 
however, to wander around naked looking at the artists' work or snacking in the nude.  
The following example shows views on nakedness and body exposure and the challenges 
of boundary maintenance in the classroom when models move from a performance space to a 
communal zone. The experience described below, in one of the meet-up group classes, shows 
how models feel the difference between nudity during the break and nudity while posing. 
This was at the beginning of a meetup group class. The organizer announced that the 
session will start now but the model did not hear. She was still wearing her dress. The 
organizer said, “you are not taking off your dress.” The model replied, “I did not know 
that we are starting now. You must tell me when to start. I do not like to be an 
exhibitionist.”  
When models are nude in front of clothed strangers, there is a barrier the models and 
artists put up to keep their distance. Rebecca, a model, voices a popular perception: “artists 
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should wait till she wears her robe to talk to the model.” An open drawing studio owner said that 
there's nothing wrong with a polite chat with a model during a break, if the model shows a 
willingness to socialize. Small talk, however, must be kept within the bounds of professionalism. 
In art schools, rules are stringent. I received a review policy when I registered for the anatomy 
class in this art school (not cited for anonymity):  
Students may not enter the studio while the model is posing. Comments or directions 
regarding the pose must be communicated by the instructor or monitor only. Students 
may not interact with the model during a pose, and noise and other distractions should be 
kept to a minimum during pose periods. Models are an important part of the community, 
and they are to be treated with courtesy and respect. Under no circumstances should their 
personal space be violated. They must be permitted to disrobe and robe in privacy, and 
they should never be subject to unwanted advances or physical contact. Models may not 
be photographed in the studios under any circumstances. 
Art schools’ rules tightly controls admission to and visibility of the area where a nude 
model is posing. My fieldnotes below indicates how strictly students follow the written rules in 
an anatomy class: 
During a month session in this art institute, I observed that no student enters during the 
poses. Student who have their lockers enter after the session or during the breaks. I 
arrived late for the first session of anatomy class. In fact, all the classroom doors were 
shut, and a notice was posted on the door: “Do not enter when the model is posing.” I was 
waiting outside the classroom when a man came and stood beside me. I asked him if he 
has enrolled for the class. But he said he wanted to take art materials from his locker. 
Another student also came for the locker. The man commented on what happens when 
one is late for the class: “To take things from my locker I have to reach it before the class 
begins. If I don’t, I must wait 15 more minutes for the 5 minute break. Then I must take 
my stuff from the locker. My class on the 4th floor also follows a similar schedule. By the 
time I reach my class room, the five minutes break ends and the poses start. As a result, I 
can’t enter and I must wait another 15 minutes to enter the class room. I know it's my 
fault. I shouldn't be late or I should have opted for the lockers in the hallway.” 
Spoken and unspoken rules set a professional tone. The term “professional” usually 
connotes an attitude toward work that is trustworthy, non-sexual, and contains a shared 
awareness. Apart from professionalism, norms are maintained to protect the privacy and the 
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integrity of the model. The norms in life drawing sessions diffuse sexual tension and make life 
models feel comfortable. Artists said they make an effort to protect model privacy by drawing 
privacy curtains and having strict rules about photography. Sensitivity to the models' need for 
privacy and dignity is emphasized as part of the standard curriculum. Nobody takes photography 
or video in the studio while there is a nude model posing without prior consent from the model. 
Models may even monitor if anyone is trying to photograph them without consent. For example, 
in one of the open drawing sessions, one model was uncomfortable when an artist was drawing 
with an iPad. In the middle of the session, while she was posing, she made sure that he was not 
photographing her during the session. Artists also monitor classroom rules. For example, in an 
open drawing session, an elderly artist who sat next to me stopped two young girls from taking 
pictures of the model posing. Later, the moderator allowed them by announcing that photography 
is allowed in the life drawing session with costumes. 
Models are aware of the potential risks and complications of allowing photography in life 
drawing. Artists may ask if they can take a photo to finish their work later. Sara explained that 
after she had been working for several years, she allowed a few slow painters in private drawing 
group to take photos:  
Sometimes people ask me if they can take photographs of me so they can continue 
working on it. I usually allow the people I trust. I would not if I thought that they would 
end up on the internet. I know they are for their personal use. 
CONCLUSION  
 
Nudity in a non-sexual context resonates with uncertainty. Thus, norms, etiquette, 
behavior, the aesthetic symbolism of the pedagogical setting, and the assertion of 
professionalism echo significantly with the notions of purity and wholesomeness. Members are 
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expected to conform to the behavioral codes of the life drawing sessions and surveillance 
practices are a way of expressing desexualization. Thus, in a traditional life drawing session, 
desexualization protects life models from vulnerability, shame, stigma, and assault on their self 
and identity. In recent years, however, life drawing has transformed into commercial art space. 
Both the work environment and the cultural meaning of the commercial forms of life drawing 
are different from traditional life drawing. The next chapter explains the formation of new 
types of contemporary life drawing, focusing on the ways the commodification of life drawing 
affects the labor process and explores models’ opinions and experiences working in 
recreational forms of life drawing. Models, artists, and managerial regimes have adopted 
strategies for desexualizing interactions in art classrooms and private studios, but the recreational 










CHAPTER 5. RECREATIONAL LIFE DRAWING: A CASE OF URBAN SPECTACLE 
“The boundaries of this world are forever shifting – from day to night, joy to 
sorrow, love to hate, and from life itself to death; and who can say at what 
moment we may suddenly cross over the border, from one state of existence to 
another.”  
 - Michael Cox, The Meaning of Night 
 
Life drawing sessions have proliferated in commercial, profit-oriented businesses in 
recent years, from small scale underground art events to franchised programs and services. This 
kind of life drawing session is organized to entertain, not to train art students. The organizations 
that run life drawing events constantly seek to promote and create experiences by appealing to 
the public with creative advertisements. If one searches for “life drawing events” online, one 
will find a plethora of Groupon deals and hobby classes for drawing and painting parties with 
various organizations. The new forms of life drawing are peripheral to the pedagogical domain; 
this is an area where the boundaries between art and entertainment are blurred. Life drawing has 
been transformed into a recreational practice across widely diverse cultural groups, where the 
meaning of pedagogical conventions and sexual connotations are often unclear. The popularity 
of recreational life drawing is an outcome of urban consumer culture and changing attitudes 
towards sexuality. Thus, the current rebranding of life drawing as a recreational activity 
represents a potentially complex ideological dilemma. 
Applying aesthetic theory in her detailed exploration of life drawing as a practice, 
Margaret Mayhew (2010) stated that recreational life drawing is a “social theatre of 
“exhibitionism” and “voyeurism” (242). I synthesize sociological theories of consumer culture 
and production of culture perspectives to understand recreational life drawing classes. This 
chapter proposes a critical examination of recreational life drawing. The aims are twofold. First, 
it discusses “recreational life drawing” through an analysis of changing macro-structures and 
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practices. The sexualization of the practice of life drawing is synonymous with the 
wider “pornographication”25 of Western culture and cultural products. Second, I present 
empirical findings, identifying the complex struggle between art work and sex work, as well as 
the regulatory mechanisms used by models to negotiate these tensions. Art models’ perspectives 
on new forms of life drawing are explored and provide a critical account of art models 
engagement with, and experiences of, sexualized culture.  
NEW FORMS OF LIFE DRAWING: A CASE OF COMMODIFICATION AND NEW 
CULTURAL MEANING 
Life drawing events in most cities are open to the public. One does not need to be 
enrolled in art school to attend. All levels—beginner, amateur or professional—can participate 
in drawing sessions. This freedom to participate in a drawing session is the democratization of 
leisure; drop-in sessions and open studios emphasize choice and democratization in consumer 
culture. As Featherstone (1987: 55) describes, “moving towards a society without fixed status 
groups in which the adoption of styles of life (manifest in a choice of clothes, leisure activities, 
consumer goods, bodily dispositions) which are fixed to specific groups have been surpassed.” 
The renaissance of life drawing classes is a revival of art practice as a social pastime as well as 
a means of personal expression for people of different socio-economic backgrounds. There are a 
number of social, economic, and political factors responsible for the democratization of leisure. 
Since the Second World War, leisure drawing and painting have grown in popularity due to 
state support and growing consumer markets in affordable art materials (Brown 2014).  
                                                 
 
25 sometimes referred to as raunch culture, meaning the integration of the themes, ideas, and 




   
Contemporary life drawing for recreational purposes can be categorized into four kinds: 
drawing events at art schools; drawing events at museums and art galleries (alcohol is served); 
drink and draw events in bars; and life drawing for bachelor, bachelorette, or birthday parties. 
The first category is the one where art schools or art departments conduct “drawing marathons.” 
These events have become a hallmark of annual all-night drawing events in art and design 
schools and art departments in non-art colleges. A typical draw marathon is illustrated below 
(Yelp):  
Admission is $10 in advance and $15 at the door. Draw marathon is 12 hours of 
Drawing/ painting/ sculpting from the figure. 12 hours of Drawing/ painting/ sculpting 
from the figure, plus: Pizza, fruit, coffee. Throughout the evening and into the night, 18 
models circulate throughout the drawing studios. The marathon culminates in a grand 
finale in which all of the models pose together in continuous slow motion on the same 
model stand to the accompaniment of live African drum music. Specific studios are 
dedicated to poses ranging from the energy and frenzy of fast action poses, two sessions 
of five minutes, twenty minutes and one-hour duration. There is also the opportunity to 
work from extended poses of three and six hours. Prizes are awarded at the end of the 
Draw-A-Thon that are generously donated by art stores. 
Some galleries have drawing sessions that are BYOB, and some spaces have a bar for the 
artists. For example, the Society of Illustrators conducts weekly life drawing sessions open to 
artists of all skill levels. Models are nude with an occasional accessory. These events offer a 
complimentary small buffet, live music is played, and there is a bar for artists and models who 
want to drink. The following excerpt is the online advertisement of one of the weekly life 
drawing sessions (Society of Illustrator 2018) 
ATTENTION ALL ARTISTS! Like to draw live, costumed models? Like to drink the 
nectar of the gods? Like to do these things in a stunning brownstone on the Upper East 
Side as part of a historical artist society? Of course you do! 
Join Miss Coney Island VP darling Lefty Lucy as she introduces you to some of her 
favorite friends, modelling different burlesque-inspired looks every month! 
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  There are a range of drink and draw sessions in bars in New York City. The most 
popular drink and draw event is Dr. Sketchy’s Anti-Art School, founded by Molly 
Crapple, an artist. According to a description in Interview magazine (Cubitt 2009), Dr. 
Sketchy is an “alternative drawing salon.” “Combining cabaret and vaudeville with actual 
sketching sessions, Dr. Sketchy has transformed an activity over-populated with students, 
frozen life-models and retirees into a sexy subculture. Since Dr. Sketchy's inception, the 
artist from Far Rockaway, New York, has enlisted fetish performers, musicians, and other 
artists into her roaming troupe of creative collaborators.” The following excerpts explains 
the life drawing events at Dr. Sketchy (Dr. Sketchy website):  
Many branches have their official photographers, and no branch wants their sessions to 
devolve into fifty creepy men shooting cell phone photos. We recommend you get in 
touch with a branch in your city and ask. But don’t be disappointed if you are turned 
down. Many cities have laws against combining booze and naked bosoms. Besides, our 
models show more than enough pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi.  
Some drink and draw sessions run monthly, some weekly. These events are often 
advertised on social media websites or meet-up groups. Some drink and draw sessions combine 
other activities. For example, Draw-world26 is a monthly figure drawing party and variety show 
for artists. The models pose throughout the 4-hour event, with occasional breaks. In between 
posing sessions, there are short performances of musicians, comedians, and storytellers.  
  A unique form of entertainment is the events organized for bachelorette or birthday 
parties. For example, the New York City-based Artful Bachelorette hosts nude life-drawing 
classes for brides- (and occasionally grooms-) to-be. Fleur Childs, an Australian artist and 
entrepreneur, started this business in 2012. The Artful Bachelorette team has already expanded 
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to Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Texas. One website description of the event (The Artful 
Bachelorette):  
As the class starts, fun music will be playing, and a waiter will provide you with bubbly. 
Throughout the class, our professionally trained teacher will run fun activities that allow 
the group to relax and find their inner-artists. There is a break midway through the two-
hour session, which is a great opportunity to enjoy some of the complimentary finger 
food.  
At the end of the class, there will be a photo session with the model. Should you wish to 
take photos during the class, we ask that you hand the camera to the teacher, who will 
happily take the pic for you. This is how we ensure our model feels comfortable.  
Parties typically take place in private rooms at our partner venues in Manhattan and 
Brooklyn but can be hosted in private residences by request. Interested in a bespoke event 
or something above and beyond? Contact us and we'll take care of the rest. Be it a 
birthday, reunion, whatever – we love hosting groups that find any occasion to celebrate. 
 
Recreational life drawing classes are a systemic production, consumption, and 
institutionalization of cultural innovation that interacts with individuals and the economy. The 
changes in the meaning of life drawing echoes the “production of culture” perspective proposed 
by Peterson: “The production of culture perspective focuses on how the symbolic elements of 
culture are shaped by the systems within which they are created, distributed, evaluated, taught, 
and preserved” (Peterson and Anand 2004: 311). Culture is not static and changes across time 
due to the actions, behaviors, and norms within social structures (Peterson and Anand 2004).  
Life drawing has been transformed from an art training to a leisure activity, and this 
particular art practice has become commodified: a process by which “things (and activities) 
come to be evaluated primarily in terms of their exchange value, in a context of trade, thereby 
becoming goods (and services); developed exchange systems in which the exchange value of 
things (and activities) is stated in terms of prices form a market” (Cohen 1988: 380). These 
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recreational forms of life drawing have the three main elements of commodification: value 
production, hybridization, and sexualization. The element of value production could be 
described, following the work of Sharon Zukin ([1989] 2014), as the rise of an artistic mode of 
production. The popularity of life drawing in cities is based upon the same dynamics of 
circulatory labor in the remodeling of lifestyles, and ways of life into a generalized model of 
value production that Zukin recognized at work in New York. She looked at the transition in 
Manhattan during the 1960s and 1970s as vacant industrial spaces were taken over first by 
artists who used them as combined studio and living spaces. Through the alluring power of the 
art scene, loft living became fashionable. This urban change resulted in the emergence of the 
“loft economy.” Like the loft economy, traditional life drawing has been transformed into a 
form of value production. Similarly, commercialization converted life drawing training into a 
mainstream urban nightlife event, which is now corrupted by individuals lacking authenticity. 
Life drawing events have become taste-driven goods, services, products, and performances that 
are sold in the market place.  
The process of commoditization does not destroy the meaning of cultural products. Old 
meanings do not fade away but may remain significant, on a different level (Cohen 1979:31-
32). New forms of life drawing produce new meanings and necessitate new forms of boundary 
maintenance. Commercial life drawing is a cultural movement imitating the main symbolic 
codes of traditional life drawing. As a result, the new forms of life drawing are a hybridized 
form of a traditional studio or life drawing class.  
 Traditional life drawing session follows strict rules: no photography allowed, no talking 
during the sessions, permission to enter during the session is restricted, and members are only 
allowed during the breaks. In contrast, new forms of life drawing give free rein to all the 
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elements that are regulated in the traditional one: using background music, serving alcohol, 
using sexualized themes, encouraging tips for the model, hiring attractive models, and adding 
games and other entertainment.  
The aim of life drawing classes is to experience the drawing, painting, and sculpting of 
live bodies firsthand. Unlike fashion photographers, instructors and serious artists seek female 
and male models of all kinds, ages, shapes, sizes, and ethnicities. Artists and instructors 
embrace diverse humans bodies of different shapes, sizes, postures, appearances, and types. The 
aesthetic of life drawing is different from hegemonic beauty standards. There is diversity in 
traditional life drawing, and more tolerance of differences in physical size and appearance. As 
Sara admitted, “I do not care about my body I eat whatever I want. I don't monitor my body. I 
think body weight does not really make a difference in art modelling. I know being slim has 
privilege, but I have heard that artists like to draw fat people.” In one of the life drawing 
sessions, the model was a large woman. I overheard one artist saying that she loves drawing 
large people: “The flow is better to draw large bodies than skinny bodies.”  
The concept of “good shape” in the life drawing room is different from the mainstream 
ideal body shape. The only aspect of life modelling that demands being in “good shape” is the 
flexibility and stamina needed to hold some of the more challenging poses. Patty, an artist and 
the owner of an open studio, hires only those who are flexible enough to hold difficult poses 
day after day. Many artists say they prefer models who bring their personalities—an “air of 
drama”—to a pose, “expressive faces and expressive bodies.” Kevin insisted: “freckles, scars, 
wrinkles, the hooked noses and people’s double chins are much more fun to draw than flawless, 
youthful beauty.” However, the hiring process in new forms of life drawing is based on 
conventional beauty standards. For example, Samara Hodgson, co-owner of Artful Bachelorette 
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(Migdol 2013), revealed in the HuffPost Weddings interview that “models have to be very fit 
and attractive and fun.”  
In traditional life drawing, most of the artists seriously practice and use their figurative 
art work for portfolios, exhibition purposes, and references for their general practice. Many are 
students trying to improve their skills or building a portfolio for assessment. Some draw for the 
artistic interaction with like-minded beings and some enjoy the group experience. However, for 
new forms of life drawing, the focus is on entertainment. The following field notes exemplify 
this emphasis on entertainment: 
The life drawing event happened in the small band room at the back of this railroad style 
bar. It's not a huge space but it does the job for a low key and casual performance. One 
can easily enjoy the loud music at the front or any special event in the back with no 
conflict. A woman was sitting right outside the room entrance door taking the fee and 
asking customers to write their email address. The door was shut. No signs hang above 
the door. I paid $20 in cash and wrote my email. When I pushed the door, I entered a 
place apart, a place designated for a special kind of social life. This space is an inner 
cocoon of soft lights, music and controlled; this space is like a world unto itself. DJ, 
dressed in a kilt,27 sat next to the door, played assorted music throughout the event. The 
event began at 8 pm. One male model, with a headgear, posed fully nude and the other 
two models were semi-nude. The space between them were very little but they did not 
touch each other. The poses were all twenty minutes. The room were packed with twenty-
five artists. Some sat on the floor. Almost all artists had sketchbooks and drawing 
materials and took entire twenty minutes to draw the models. Ralph announced the short 
break. He also said, “Don’t be shy and you can all buy more than one drink.” All the 
models were clothed during the breaks. During the breaks, people went out and got drinks 
from the bar counter. There were four performers- two singers and two comedians. A 
female comedian with a Russian accent. She was joking about the accent. “Accent is 
attached to vagina” …. Rape is a con in the US and a diet plan in Russia. ……The next 
male comedian commented, “I wish the audience were naked.” … During the last posing 
session, one of the models started collecting tips from the audience. Almost every person 
gave tips. Ralph arranged a photographer. The event ended at 12 am. The singers had 
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their CD albums and mentioned their I cloud.  
 
The above illustration reflects how new forms of life drawing are part of night-life 
entertainment and commerce. The popularity of life drawing as recreation is because of several 
recent cultural and historical trends, especially the expansion of the urban entertainment 
economy. Many American cities have experienced enormous transformations during the last 
several decades. Changes involved in cultural production range from art and fashion to new 
media and entertainment. This shift has been most evident in the changing uses of the city’s 
urban economy. According to contemporary standards of urban development, cities must 
improve amenities that residents and tourists want in a place to live and work as well as a 
source of entertainment (Brooks 2000; Florida 2002; Glaeser 2000). This existence or 
improvement of amenities is what Florida calls “quality of place” or Clark (2011) describes as 
“the city as an entertainment machine.” As such, urban promoters endorse high-end coffee 
shops, Michelin star-restaurants, galleries, boutiques, retail investment, and cultural “hard 
branding” (Evans 2003) in the form of museums (e.g., the Guggenheim chain) and 
entertainment centers (e.g., Times Square’s Disneyfication, Los Angeles’ “LA Live”). These 
investments represent a city as consumption- and amenity-filled, thus attracting talented and 
highly skilled individuals to live and work. In other words, whether these places are used by 
residents or not, places with such amenities and social buzz surrounding them have an allure for 
visitors and consumers (Clark 2011). 
The artistic and cultural spaces of vibrant cities offer nightlife amenities that appeal to 
global business travelers, trade conventioneers, leisure tourists, and affluent students. These 
urban dwellers spend enormous sums of money in expensive restaurants, cocktail lounges, 
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dance clubs, and other entertainment venues (Grazian 2008). Consequently, bars and cafes in 
urban areas attempt new promotions and events to stay competitive. These bar events, ideas, 
and promotions add a different image while attracting more customers and bigger profits. 
Incorporating life drawing in bar events is one of the marketing gimmicks to sell bar items. For 
example, the consumption of alcohol and other alcoholic beverage during the drink and draw 
session is not only possible but encouraged. These venues are more interested in selling alcohol 
than focusing on art training. The following advertisements are used to promote drink sales in a 
drink and draw session (Charbonier 2014):  
Every Sunday night, there is a different professional live model (mostly female) for you 
to draw. This is a more popular event due to the respectful environment. Payment to the 
model is based on drink sales, so drink up. You bring your own drawing supplies, but 
there are crayons and printer paper in case you forget. We provide the beer and the 
model. You bring your drawing tools and creativity. This is a great way to relax after a 
long day of work. 
Life drawing events are based on the art of the hustle and its many techniques, including 
the staging of bar and nightclub interiors, the scripting of interactions with customers, the 
engineering of creative publicity and editorial placement, and the employment of reality-based 
marketing schemes. One of the most noticeable features of the new forms of life drawing spaces 
is that they have become highly branded and theme-centric. For example, marketing slogans 
attached to promotional material for life drawing events and studios in the American context 
include “fun and entertainment,” and beauty, and sex appeal. Moreover, firms like the Artful 
Bachelorette offer special packages for parties that provide the opportunity to “learn figure 
drawing with all your friends.”  
Recreational life drawing sessions are an outlet for amusement, diversification, and 
refuge for urban dwellers. These life drawing events are up-scaling, expanding markets and 
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mimicking mainstream businesses, including corporate forms and diversification. For example, 
a company like Artful Bachelorette, which organizes bachelorette parties, birthdays and 
assorted get-togethers, is centered on live nude figure drawing. Life drawing events are 
“considered a tasteful alternative to raucous Chippendales-type affairs” (Meltzer 2013). The 
practice of life drawing has swept up in a consumer culture that doesn’t differentiate between 
art and entertainment. Also significant is the blurring of the division between high art and mass 
culture, with art practice itself becoming something of a metropolitan mass pursuit. Experiences 
are designed to create pleasure in such spaces. The Artful Bachelorette transformed art training 
into a hierarchy of taste in adult entertainment. For instance, Jacobson, in The Knot, describes 
Artful Bachelorette: 
If you’re looking for a bachelorette party that’s more scandalous than a spa day but less 
raunchy than a male stripper, The Artful Bachelorette is the perfect mix of classy and 
cheeky. ……..The wine was immediately served by attentive, shirtless waiters who also 
assisted with getting us sharp pencils or topping our glasses off throughout the evening. 
A table of cheeses and chocolates was set out for a little mingling before the party and 
during a short break in between. And from the first sketch to the last sip, we had 
the best time in the sauciest, yet tasteful, way possible. Moreover, before you think it may 
be a bit too much for you or your group, think again.  
Similarly, the underlying theme in Dr. Sketchy is “making naked drawing sexy.” The 
following Interview article illustrates the sexualized themes used in Dr. Sketchy: 
Models pose in classic vaudeville or circus costumes as beloved characters such as the 
bearded lady, Siamese twins (two pinup-worthy blonde babes connected by a massive 
shared stuffed bra) or “Cathy Cow Girl,” Ron English's signature character of a sexy cow 
with four nipples on her full human breasts.  
The range of themes in these events indicates the increasing importance of media and 
leisure in constructing sexual identities and lifestyles. These activities promote sensation 
seeking and cultivate stimulation and openness to new experience (Bauman 1999: 23). What is 
notable here is precisely the way in which the claim to aesthetic value is combined with 
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“progressive sexual politics” (Juffer 1998: 123) to create a set of texts that are relatively 
explicit, relatively progressive, and yet accessible to and popular with women. These texts are 
interesting hybrids, combining intimate associations of femininity with those of desire and 
physical pleasure. For example, in This is Cabaret,28 Milazzo (2014) describes a typical Dr. 
Sketchy session:  
 Over the course of the evening, his very adult banter will touch upon many of the hot 
subjects of the day, but we may have noticed a pattern from his occasional cock gags, 
dick mentions, penis references and other allusions to male genitalia. 
The changing attitude towards sexuality played an important role in the sexualization of 
life drawing events. The themes used in recreational drawing activities reflect the arrival of a 
new phase of Western sexual culture and a new model of femininity in which an open attitude 
towards sex (and pornography) was considered “sexy,” “cool,” and most important, “sexually 
liberated” (McNair 2002). McNair argues that the popularity of porno-chic has been informed 
by both “sex radicals and feminists” (p 196). The new meaning of life drawing spaces 
announces the postfeminist raunch culture with its exhibitionist, “cartoon-like,” male-imagined 
caricature of female sexuality (Levy 2005: 5). Stoeffel (2013), in the cut magazine, comments, 
“for bachelorettes, nude figure models are the new male strippers.” 
Recreational life drawing has flourished due to political processes and regulatory 
responses from national and local government as well as changes in global economy and shifts 
in production. The growth of neoliberalism has meant that governments have gradually 
formulated policies to remove regulations to promote business ventures. This ideology of the 
free market and personal freedom also pervades areas of morality and sexuality. The modern 
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form of life drawing is the result of this relaxed ideology of sexuality and morality. Life 
drawing in contemporary culture is a “manifestation of the fact that the pleasurable, recreational 
dimensions of sexuality have long made it the lucrative object of capitalist entrepreneurship, 
based on the transformation of desire and the promise of sexual pleasure into various types of 
commodities (pornographic books and films, sex aids, fashion and appearance enhancers of 
various kinds)” (McNair 2002: 5). Late capitalist mass consumption has encouraged a 
“pornographication of culture,” as well more liberal and egalitarian sexual attitudes. (Bauman 
2003; Giddens 1992; McNair 2002). Recreational life drawing is an outcome of “sex positive 
capitalism.”  
Life drawing as a form of leisure has evolved from an appreciation of bohemianism. 
“Bohemian values of expressiveness, sexual experimentation, radicalism and an aesthetic 
approach to life have become the mainstay of mass culture” (Wilson 1999: 11). Lloyd (2006) 
defines bohemia as a lifestyle resisting the mainstream culture by opposing social, cultural 
codes and promoting artistic creations. Though bohemians’ have historically been in opposition 
to the bourgeoisie, Brooks (2000) sees no difference between ‘‘working like the bourgeoisie” 
and “consuming like bohemians” in contemporary society. He asserts that the bobo (the highly 
educated and wealthy “bohemian bourgeois”) way of life is entirely different from the 
bohemian outlook of authenticity and self-marginalization. Rather than practice a tradition 
established on a unique bohemian ethos, bobos emulate the phony symbols of a bohemian 
lifestyle. The popularity of bohemianism is associated with the economic and social climate. 
Cultural industries offer products for those with high disposable income devoted to 
consumption (viz., highly educated individuals with high salaries). Life drawing events and 
studios have been nurtured to establish “authenticity” and to lure “bobos.” For example, in his 
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New York Times article, Kino (2009) writes that Dr. Sketchy, as a recreational from of life 
drawing, is “a cross between old-fashioned life-drawing and new wave cabaret.”  
In Neo-Bohemia, Richard Lloyd (2006) discovers a natural association between 
contemporary bohemia and the new urban economy. The postmodern cultural economy is the 
outcome of a cultural dialectic that incorporates “subcultural capital,” hard-work, creative 
autonomy, and the ideas of young new bohemians to promote cycles of innovation, production, 
and consumption (Mayhew 2010). The case of Dr. Sketchy is an example of cultural innovation. 
The founder of Dr. Sketchy, Molly Crabapple, is an artist and illustrator, and she worked as a 
nude artist’s model for photographers, artists, and life-drawing classes (Cubitt 2009).  
Like other leisure and entertainment businesses, life drawing events have experienced the 
shift in ownership and control away from national entities and more locally grounded self-made 
entrepreneurs towards a small number of global companies (Hanningan 1998). While global 
firms seem to be sensitive to local and national contexts with their language of “global 
localities,” the overall effect, however, is often one of “serial” monotony or reproduction 
(Harvey 1989). This is the case with Dr. Sketchy, which is a global entity opening branches in 
more than ninety cities. Similarly, the Artful Bachelorette has opened branches in other cities. 
These franchises follow a standardized approach as majority of cities and regions adopted a 
familiar approach in their creation of an entertainment economy. 
Recreational or new emergent life drawing is a case of “staged authenticity” (MacCannell 
1973). The ceremonies or rituals are recreated to create an impression of authenticity for an 
urban consumer. The staging of traditional culture always leads to alienation among models. 
Urban entrepreneurs of art organizations or bar owners have developed their own choreographic 
styles, costumes, and aesthetic forms to meet these requirements. These life drawing events 
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have become centers of recreation and opulence, advertising, and embodying. As a result, life 
models are affected by the myths and stereotypes of the sexual element associated with such 
processes.  
SOCIAL AMBIVALENCE AND BLURRING BOUNDARIES 
 
All social establishments face issues of social control, and the issue is more complex 
when it involves alcohol. Ethnographers have described the presence of light-heartedness and 
social depravity in barroom settings (Cavan 1966: 236, Goffman 1963: 126–127, Roebuck and 
Frese 1976). In an environment of nudity and alcohol consumption, the social control, 
boundaries, and norms of interaction are complex. The narratives of models working in 
recreational life drawing illustrate the complexities of the relationship between entertainment, 
commercialization, and control. Models criticize the uncertainty of rules and regulation. As 
Peter, a white male model describes a drink and drawing event:  
Interviewer: Did you work in Drink and Draw events?  
Model: Yes  
Interviewer: Did you enjoy them?  
Model: No.  
Interviewer: Why not?  
Model: It is an excuse to drink. You are model and nude. I am perfectly still. People are 
talking and drinking. It is not pleasant. Nobody cares. It is loud. You feel you are a piece 
of furniture. Nobody is really drawing it. It’s a party.  
Interviewer: Do you feel objectified?  
Model: A little.  
Interviewer: How is it different from art schools?  
Model: Art schools are the academic and disciplined environment. It is very quiet. There 
are private groups where artists drink and draw. It is laid back. However, they are not the 
same thing as drink and draw events. It is kind of a bar. It is more like a burlesque show 
especially if there are girls. It is a party. It is for fun. When I work there, I cannot wait to 
go home. I am the only one working, and everyone is having a good time.  
  
Models revealed that they prefer the pedagogical environment. Mia mentioned that she 
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likes the nerdy environment of genius artists and learning about art history. Like Mia, Joseph 
commented; “I also like drawing. Sometimes when I am modelling, I listen to the instructor.” 
Eddy, a male model appreciated the knowledge of one artist: “An artist knows more about the 
human body than a doctor. I remember this genius professor at Pratt who was aware of each 
muscle and even the Latin names.” Similarly, Tara appreciated the artistic environment: “It is 
cool to be around artists. I like to be around people who are searching for something, searching 
for some information, searching to improve themselves. I enjoy watching how different 
instructors manage groups.” Charlie, a male model, defined art modelling as intellectual and 
physical. Similarly, my observations at the anatomy class reveal how models like listening to 
the art lecture:  
It was a during the long break of twenty minutes, the instructor was giving lectures about 
the kind of papers to use and showing how to use them. During a break, models can rest 
and they can go out to the café or go the bathroom. Surprisingly, the model who was 
hired for that day, sat throughout the break and was listening eagerly to what the teacher 
was saying.  
  
The new forms of life drawing have new meanings and new forms of boundary 
maintenance. Sociability and relaxed rules are more permissible in recreational spaces than in 
art schools or art studios. Drink and draw events represent an area of greater freedom for action 
and language than is the case for traditional life drawing classes. Joanna, who works at drink 
and draw events noted, “drinking and drawing events go together and not everybody drinks. 
People who are uptight get relaxed by drinking.” A few models appreciate the relaxed 
environment with music playing in the background. Life drawing in traditional spaces can be 
tedious and sometimes too stringent. A few models like getting extra tips in recreational spaces, 
but most of them complain about how these new spaces alter the meaning of art modelling. For 
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example, Sophia, a female model who has been working as an art model in art schools stated:  
I don't know how drink and draw have blown up recently; I don't think that it existed 
before. I believe it is kind of cheesy, it is tacky, and I don't believe that is what our 
modelling is about, it cheapens the profession, it is not about like posing in front of a 
bunch of people that may or may not be an artist with like a beer in their hand. I think it is 
silly.  
 Models prefer working with serious artists and enjoy conversation with artists about paintings 
and art. For example, Tara admitted, “I tried working in drink and draw events. It is silly. I am 
established. I want to work with people who do something out there.” Models who do not work 
or who have never worked at drink and draw events feel that there is uncertainty and have a 
lack of control. Female models are concern about security when alcohol is involved. Models 
also have a concern about internal control: one’s own judgement of right and wrong and trying 
to maintain order. For instance, Joseph has drinking issues. He is more likely to drink whenever 
he gets free drinks. “I don’t enjoy. I have done a couple of them. I am also a big drinker. I get 
drunk and tipsy while posing. I can’t handle myself. It distracts me.” Similarly, Peter, a male 
model who works in art schools and drink and draw events, illustrated how a drunk model 
interrupted a drawing session because of her disorderly conduct, which reflected the lack of 
control in recreational spaces: 
This particular incident was in a drink and draw event. A drunk lady came and was 
talking nasty things about the organizer, models and almost everybody. She was right 
outside the door, and everybody can hear because the DJ music was not loud. She was 
causing trouble for everybody. It was trouble. It made all of us uncomfortable.  
Another problematic consequence of recreational spaces is the breach of privacy. 
Personal exposure to the public is one of the privacy concerns in life drawing sessions. Privacy 
in normal life drawing sessions is sought by closing doors and posting a sign near the entrance 
requesting non-members not to enter when the model is posing. For example, in one of the open 
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studios where I did my fieldwork, the entry to the no-frills basement drawing studio was simply 
a stairwell that opened onto the main street. I almost missed it when I first visited. This type of 
entrance implies that such a space limits the entry of curious passerby. The arrangement, 
staging of nudity, and spatial ordering of privacy persuade and reassure artists and models of 
the appropriateness of their motives and assure others of the appropriate motives. In traditional 
art class rooms, the host and the instructor are always aware of the possibility of their privacy 
and models’ exposure to the public. The instructor or organizer makes sure the shades are 
closed, that no one who should not be there is in the room, and that cell phones stay tucked 
away while the model is undressed. For instance, in a private life drawing class organized in a 
rehearsal studio, I asked Ralph why the door was locked from the inside. He replied: “we need 
to be careful with the nude person standing and strangers peeping in by mistake. In the past, a 
few people just barged in. I do not want this to repeat. We always lock the room. This is a 
rehearsal studio. There are many rooms. People can come in by mistake.” But in drink and draw 
sessions in a museum, I observed museum visitors entering the drawing session where models 
are posing nude. The door is always open. On the other hand, art schools follow strict rules. For 
example, the following excerpts are from the review policy of Art Students League that student 
receives for the class (The Art Student League): 
Models are an important part of the League community, and they are to be treated with  
courtesy and respect. Under no circumstances should their personal space be violated.  
They must be permitted to disrobe and robe in privacy, and they should never be subject to 
unwanted advances or physical contact. Models may not be photographed in the studios under 
any circumstances. Model posing schedules must be correctly observed. Students may not enter 
the studio while the model is posing. Comments or directions regarding the pose must be 
communicated by the instructor or monitor only. Students may not interact with the model 
during a pose, and noise and other distractions should be kept to a minimum during pose periods.  
 
  With the dramatic growth and popularity of social media, internet privacy concerns are 
significant. People post images of social events without any thought towards other people’s 
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privacy. These pictures not only include them and their families but other people on the network 
too. Tagging other people on social networking websites is an unwanted disclosure and privacy 
violation. Art schools and open studios prohibit photography for personal use, though 
recreational spaces often do not. The issue of photo leaks is one of the biggest concerns for 
models who hide their occupation from their families. For example, Peter’s complained about 
drink and draw sessions where photography is allowed:  
It was in this drink and draw session that somebody tagged a picture of me online without 
my knowledge. The picture taken was of four models posing on the stand. My mother 
happened to see the photographs online. She was very angry and ranted, “it was obscene. 
Are you are having orgies? It is vulgar to show sexy pictures. Is it some kind of cult.” 
Like my mother, my neighbors also found out and mocked at me by saying, “crazy 
person who gets naked” in front of the public.  
Apart from photographs, social media reviews, especially those that are potentially 
malicious, are near the top of the list of nightmare scenarios for models working in recreational 
spaces. As one life model recalled her experience in a drink and draw event: “I do not like how 
people write about the models with harsh comments on social media. This incident happened 
once when someone wrote about my body shape.” 
CONCLUSION 
Urban areas with entertainment driven ideologies are filled with consumer spectacles. 
These ideologies have intruded into art practices. As a result, the pedagogical form of life 
drawing sessions has transformed into a recreational form. The recreational form of life drawing 
is a site of resistance; “boundaries of decency” are now valorized and celebrated, especially for 
urban spectacles. Flaneurs have taken the place of serious artists. Models are no more an artist’s 
subject but an object of desire. Artistic observation has transformed into the flaneur’s gaze. This 
change reflects Baudelaire’s lens of contemporary flânerie as a practice of sensory pleasure 
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(Benjamin 1985). Life models have become a part of the urban spectacle or drama for the 
flaneur.  
Historical forces have attempted to desexualize life modelling and control its expression 
in formal organizations such as art schools. Artists and open studios follow similar norms to art 
schools. In a traditional art class, it can be cold and uncomfortable, but pleasure means to be 
part of an intense artistic environment. In contrast, recreational life drawing represents a 
contradictory space: a commodified site of heightened sexual imagery and adult entertainment. 
This chapter presents a critical analysis of the issue of sexualization and the role of consumer 
culture within it. The transition of life drawing from pedagogical environment to recreational 
space results in social ambivalence. In the context of unclear boundaries, the concern is not only 
of the sexual kind, but alcohol consumption, noisy or boisterous behavior, and other potentially 
disruptive or disrespectful practices. Yet sexualization is a major concern here, because it is so 
redolent with meaning and symbolism that contradict the ideology that embraces nudity for art’s 
sake. Moreover, recreational life drawing echoes the conventional, puritanical North American 
view of sex that equates nudity with pornography. The social ambivalence and potential 









CONCLUSION: CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND THE REPRODUCTION OF 
CULTURE 
Researchers have shown that stigma affects the well-being, relationships, and health of 
many marginalized groups, but art models are notably absent from their analyses. This 
dissertation aims to fill the empirical research gap on fine art models by analyzing the process of 
stigmatization and identity management attached to their occupation. The analysis is based on 
indepth interviews with models, artists, art organizers, model coordinators, and observations in 
various life drawing classes. Applying symbolic interaction, production of culture, and art 
history, the initial research questions that guided the dissertation ask: What are the outcomes of 
psychological and social estrangement, stigmatization, and potential victimization for the art 
models? What are the coping mechanisms and resistance tactics? How have cultural changes in 
the practice of life drawing blurred the boundaries between sex-work and art training? What are 
models' attitudes and experiences in new forms of the environment? How have contemporary life 
models negotiated changes in life drawing? Using a constructionist perspective, this dissertation 
demonstrates the blurring boundaries of art and entertainment and how they affect models’ lives. 
I rely on Goffman’s (1963) classic work on the social-psychology of stigma. How do models in 
positively express acceptance or pride in their work? I focus on the situational nature (Crocker 
1999; Crocker and Quinn 2001) and relational characteristics of stigmatization process. 
The study first draws attention to the history of fine art modelling. It discusses how fine 
art modelling has been legitimized as an occupation in the desexualized environment of art 
schools and private art studios. Since the inception of drawing live nudes, live modelling has 
undergone a significant transformation. The historical analysis reveals how transitory social 
factors produce the lines of distinction made in defining the social identities of live models. The 
identity and social image of life models reflects the social construction of race, gender, sexuality, 
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morality, and occupation. This dissertation discusses the presence of ethno-sexuality in depicting 
art models in art and literature. Though life models work in a desexualized environment, in the 
public imagination, life modelling has been viewed as a stigmatized or sexualized occupation. 
The exoticization and eroticization in art contributed to the public’s perception. When art models 
became an integral part of art training, the impulse to desexualize in art schools became 
pervasive and primarily accepted as an ideal that can never fully be realized. Thus, the 
pedagogical setting in art schools and studios follows stringent written and unwritten norms to 
desexualize and legitimize professional life modelling. Interaction rituals protect the dignity and 
de-stigmatize the status of models.  
Contemporary models navigate a job that is emotionally and physically demanding, 
stigmatized, and offers few material rewards. In short, given the challenges of the job, models 
themselves assign meaning to their stigmatized and relatively invisible occupation. Life models, 
students, model coordinators, and artists contribute to the interaction patterns that normalize 
nudity, maintain professionalism, and protect the integrity of life models. Models look at each 
session as a performance. Many models conceive of their jobs as providing a haven for 
creativity with nowhere else to turn to explore their artistic desires. Moreover, the pedagogical 
environment of life drawing asserts model’s conception of self-worth. Art models manage their 
experience of stigma by critically questioning its legitimacy and focusing on the work’s positive 
attributes and valuable qualities. Dignity serves to mediate the obvious constraints of poor pay, 
job insecurity, and stigma. Life models employ various strategies to manage, reframe, or resist 
occupational stigma. Moreover, art models need affirmation to moderate the impact of social 
disapproval. This affirmation comes in gaining respect at work and a sense of belonging to the 
art world.  
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In the twenty-first century, socio-cultural factors transpose the pedagogical life drawing 
to commercial leisure. The leisure form of drawing is accessible, visible, and potentially 
normalized on open markets. Life drawing as leisure space represents not only a site for the 
pursuit of pleasure in a late modern consumer society but also an expression and reflection of 
the structural factors within the society. As cultural intermediaries, artists, art event organizers, 
innovators, bar owners, and art models play a crucial, if invisible, role in crafting 
representations of life models in popular culture. They rely heavily on routines and conventions 
to funnel relevant themes into the cultural industry, much like other producers in Becker’s art 
worlds (1982). Because life models’ attitudes toward work stem from structural aspects of work 
arrangements and cultural repertoires, new forms of life drawing create confusion and 
ambiguity. Art models are chosen to embody a market-specific version of life modelling. This 
representation thus articulates ideas and presentations of nudity, sexuality, and entertainment. 
Artists, organizers, model coordinators, amateur artists, models, and event organizers reproduce 
culture. Cultural producers strengthen the power of conventions in the cultural economy, thus 
reproducing a structural order of cultural representations even as they outwardly reject them as 
distorted, unfair, and unrealistic. Contemporary life modelling is a product of their collectively 
entangled actions, informed by commonly held assumptions about sexuality, entertainment, and 
art training, though event organizers, artists, models, and amateurs cannot, or more likely, will 
not, recognize this. The sexualization of life modelling may not be the intended outcome from 
any one producer, but through the durability of conventions, it is institutionally reproduced. 
Cultural ideas about occupations are inextricable part of the institutionalized production 
processes and conventions necessary for art and culture to function at all.  
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New forms of life drawing result in ambiguity and loss of authenticity. My research 
shows how models discursively negotiate the ambivalence and contradictions they experience 
during their interactions at recreational life drawing events. This inconsistency becomes a site of 
struggle, in which the model organizes and reorganizes within the constraints of contradicting 
discourses of sexualization of modelling labor as they fight for legitimacy, authenticity, and 
social acceptance. Blurring the boundaries between work for art and sex entertainment, 
contemporary models stand somewhere between nude and naked, between art and pornography. 
Models’ dignity and respect are upheld when art modelling is defined as non-sexual. However, 
the overt sexualization of life drawing has degraded the authenticity and limits respect for life 
modelling as well as its educational, transformative, artistic and emancipatory potential.  
Though new forms of life drawing have borrowed the ideas from traditional life drawing, 
they are not treated with the same scholastic professionalism. The resistance to fixed and clear 
boundaries is a characteristic of new forms of life drawing. The clear-cut proscriptive and 
prescriptive rules, roles, and limits are imposed in traditional life drawing. These structural 
guidelines have reached a state of confusion, unpredictability, and variability about what is 
appropriate and inappropriate, right and wrong, moral and immoral. The cultural codes of 
avoiding obscenity and vulnerability “protected” nude modelling from signifying the sexual. 
The practices and discourses associated with recreational life drawing challenge the non-sexual 
view of life models. The role of the commercial drawing events in this respect is complex and 
often ambiguous. The explosive mix of art modelling and sex entertainment is what makes 
contemporary perceptions towards art model unmanageable and confusing.  
Despite these significant findings, like all research, this study has limitations. The first 
limitation is one that characterizes all qualitative research: the degree to which its findings can be 
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generalized to other similar groups. As a research strategy, qualitative approaches sacrifice the 
degree to which they can generalize their findings in favor of in-depth understanding. Next, this 
study employed a snowball sample. I tried to compensate for this by attending several drawing 
events and workshops. These helped me gain access to other drawing groups outside of my 
networks. The major limitation is that I was limited in the kinds of data I could access, despite 
my best efforts. I could not obtain data from several voices, who are thus missing from my 
narrative. For example, ex-models were difficult to track down. Last, this research is based on 
my experiences and my knowledge. My role as a former design student is, however, one of the 
strengths of this study. Rather than hindering my research, my previous experience enabled me 
to gain access to the group I was studying, to know the language of the group, and to ask 
questions that other sociologists may have lacked the knowledge to ask. I believe that this is 
especially true regarding the technical aspects of life drawing.  
The effect of cultural shifts and their consequences on the work culture have been this 
study’s most significant finding. I have explored the impact of historical trends (when) and the 
macro and micro cultures (where) on the social construction of an unusual and invisible 
occupation. This approach encourages sociology of work researchers to investigate work culture 
from multiple positions, to use multiple methods, and to seek an understanding of what 
occupation means to the people. This understanding is achieved by extending the constructionist 
approach to the theorization of cultural production. With the advent of cultural sociology, 
researchers have concerned themselves with the integrity of cultural production, lamenting how 
the culture industry appropriates and destroys tradition. This qualitative study distinguishes 
traditional life drawing’s ‘‘authentic’’ cultural components from ‘‘commercial culture.’’ It 
records engagement with commercial culture as ‘‘inauthentic.”  
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I apply a non-pathological approach to nude modelling as a deviant occupation, a 
tradition with a long history in social science, yet it seems that most scholars continue to apply a 
pathological perspective to understand why individuals become or continue as deviant occupants. 
Instead, I focus on the situational nature (Crocker 1999; Crocker and Quinn 2001) and relational 
characteristics of stigmatization processes (Jones et al. 1984). Social stigmatization has pervasive 
consequences for fundamental psychological processes and motivations. This study sketched a 
direction of inquiry that can ask sociological questions on the social identity of stigmatized 
workers.  
I highlighted the importance of corporeal experiences— “the taste and ache of action”—
in the study of social lives of life models (Wacquant 2004). The inter-relationship between 
concepts, ways of communicating, implied rules, anecdotes, memory, practices, and textual 
accounts of work provide a case for understanding such worlds in a way that is sensitive to 
complex organization and social practices. The exploration of models, artists, and art-worlds 
visibly renders the ways in which social organization and forms of life are multi-layered and 
complex. The life drawing studio, as a closed theater of bare bodies, has provided a good site for 
the investigation of subtleties of communication, the imputed meanings of reactions perceived in 
oneself and others and subsequent self-concept modification, the strategies of interaction, spatial 
arrangement, and identity management. These activities call attention to the ways in which 
definitions of work must be broadened to incorporate multiple types of labor and the powerful 
ways in which the organization of paid employment has come to dominate life and self outside 
economic institutions. My analysis combines ethnography and interviews, where social dynamics 
interact with subjective dynamics in ways that illuminate not only habitual and creative 
orientations and practices of life models but also the contradictory transformations of the work 
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(example: marketization and democratization of life drawing). The stories and experiences of art 
models grant some leverage in delving further into the identity processes and interactional 
dynamics of different stigmatized occupation. 
Research on cultural shifts can tell us much about the socio-economic contexts and the 
cultural meaning of art practice, and it invites examination of the social construction and material 
conditions of gender, sex, and sexuality. Life drawing shows how the creation of culture is an 
ongoing process whereby new norms and rules are created and changed across time through 
interactions with a variety of forces. I would like to examine other occupations which seem to be 
changing in a similar manner to art modelling. The broader question that should be addressed by 
this research is how marginalized groups in society negotiate the influence of outside forces that 
jeopardize their original goals. Examining this issue might also show how groups maintain 
autonomy and resist. By examining other occupations, we may begin to identify potential 
strategies of resistance whereby core group identities can be preserved. In looking at other 
occupations that have developed similarly, I might also suggest unraveling the complexities of 
the intersectionality of race, class, gender, and sexual identity. Future work should also ask if the 
sexualization of occupation is gendered and, in some contexts, (hetero)sexualized. Because 
social definitions of appropriate and inappropriate sexual behavior are linked to gender, race, and 
sexual orientation, it is likely that male and female models use different stigmatization strategies. 
Do stigma containment strategies operate differently for male and female models? 
Life drawing has been a component of a complete system of artwork creation that 
incorporates artists, models, knowledge, practice, and the art medium. What separates the 
recreational form of life drawing from the traditional life drawing is the act of creation. Life 
drawing has had a varied and professional cast of models, a quiet and studious atmosphere, no 
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music, no drinks, good lighting, and a clockwork system of pose lengths and protocols. The 
attitude toward models is respectful and appreciative, and the attitude between artists is, by and 
large, amicable. Art schools and private studios have set a tone that has percolated among New 
York’s figurative community: Models are to be respected, their safety assured, their rights 
honored, their work appreciated. The stringent rules in the art community protect models’ 
dignity. Though recreational forms of life drawing channel a relaxed, low-pressure vibe that feels 
welcoming to artists of all skill levels, they have degraded the authenticity and limited respect for 
life modelling as well as its educational, transformative, artistic and emancipatory potential. The 
irony here is that life drawing, which has been a site that strictly controls sexuality and the erotic 
gaze, has become a sexualized place. The sexualization of life drawing destabilizes the contexts 













APPENDIX I. QUESTIONNAIRE 
 




a) Male:  
b) Female:  
c) Transgender:  
2. Age: 
3. Race/ Ethnicity:  
a) White:  
b) Black:  
c) Hispanic:  
d) Far East Asian:  
e) South East Asian:  
f) Native American:  
g) Other 
4. Marital status  
a) Single:  
b) In a relationship:  
c) Married: 
d) Divorce:  
e) Separated:  
f) Widow/ Widower:  
5. Religion: 
6. Nationality:  
7. Immigration Status:  
8. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed?  
a) No schooling completed 
b) Nursery school to 8th grade 
c) Some high school, no diploma 
d) High school graduate/ diploma/ GED 
e) Some college credit, no degree 
f) Trade/technical/vocational training 
g) Associate degree 
h) Bachelor’s degree 
i) Master’s degree 
j) Professional degree 






8a. Are you a college student? Yes ___No___ 
 
9. Sexual Orientation: 
a) Heterosexual or straight  
b) Gay or lesbian 
c) Bisexual 
10. Employment Status:  
a) Employed for wages 
b) Self-employed 
c) Out of work and looking for work 
d) Out of work but not currently looking for work 
e) A homemaker 
f) A student 
g) Military 
h) Retired 
i) Unable to work 
 
10. When did you start modelling? Year_______ 
 
 
11. Where do you work currently?  
a) Art school  
b) drop-in studio  
c) Meetup groups  
d) Drawing classes in bars/pubs  
e) Recreational space-Bachelor/ Bachelorette Parties 
12. Part time _____Full time Model_____ 
13. Weekly Hours 





15. Do you have any other job other than art modelling? 
16. If yes, what is your job? 
 
 
17. Please select if you have worked or work in the following organization: 
a) Art school  
b) Drop-in studio  
c) Meetup groups  
d) Drawing classes in bars/pubs  













a) Less than $10,000 
b) $10,000 to $19,999 
c) $20,000 to $29,999 
d) $30,000 to $39,999 
e) $40,000 to $49,999 
f) $50,000 to $59,999 
g) $60,000 to $69,999 
h) $70,000 to $79,999 
i) $80,000 to $89,999 
j) $90,000 to $99,999 
k) $100,000 to $149,999 























APPENDIX II. QUESTIONS FOR MODELS 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
I. Lived experience  
1. What are your favorite/fondest memories about art modelling? What are the worst/most troubling ones? 
2. When did you first decide to become a model? What were the reactions of your friends/family to your 
decision to become an art model? 
3. What was your image of art model before you joined it? Did the occupation meet your expectations? 
4. Where do you enjoy working the most? Why 
5. What part of art modelling that you don’t like?  
6. How do you get contacted about your work? Are you part of any modelling agency? 
7. Describe the rules and regulations followed in the life drawing rooms that you currently work? 
II. Training Experience 
1. What was your first experience in posing as an art model? Were you uncomfortable? Did your training 
prepare you for it? 
2. How did you get trained? 
3. What do you think it takes to succeed as an art model? Is there a particular type of woman/man who is 
most/least likely to succeed? 
4. How is the hiring process? How did you get your first job?  
SUBCULTURAL TIES 
III. Relationships with artists/ instructors or model coordinators 
1. Describe the best/worst experience you have had with an artist/ instructor/ coordinator. 
2. Are there any policies governing interactions with other members of life drawing? 
3. Do you ever/have you ever socialized with artists/coordinators/instructors? If no why not? 
IV. Relationships with other models 
1. How often do you come into contact with other models?  
2. What were you taught about dealing with other models, if anything? 
3. Are you part of any modelling union? 
SOCIETAL REACTION  
1. Do your family/friends/relatives accept your profession?  
2. Does community knowledge about your profession affect you? 
 
CONVENTIONAL SUPPORT  
1. Marital support 
2. Family details 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
1. Do you have health insurance? 
2. Do you ever feel unsafe working as a life model? 
 
WORK ENVIRONMENT  
1. Diversity on the basis of age, race, ethnicity and sexual orientation 
2. Did you work in other cities? How is it different? 













QUESTIONS FOR ARTIST 
Background/General Questions  
1. Where do you practice life drawing? How often? 
2. Describe the ideal models. What is your image of art models?  
3. Do you also work as art model? 
4. Where and how was your first experience of life drawing? How did you get to know 
about life drawing? 
5. What are your favorite/fondest memories about life drawing? What are the worst/most 
troubling ones? 
6. Do you socialize with models? 
7. What were you taught in art schools about dealing with models?  
8. What are the rules and regulation for interaction in the life drawing rooms that you go to? 
Do you follow the rules? 
9. How does life drawing help in your artistic work? 
10. Do you own a life drawing studio or run a meet up group? How did you get into this 
business? Explain your good or bad experiences. 
11. How long you have been attending life drawing sessions? Can you see any changes? 
Explain the changing trends. 
 
 
QUESTIONS FOR MODEL COORDINATORS/ ORGANIZERS 
V. Relationships with models and artists  
1. How did you get into business?  
2. Describe your job description. 
3. What type of models are hired- race, ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation? 
4. Describe popular models in terms of gender, race, ethnicity and sexual orientation? 
5. What are common the complaints or appreciation that you receive about your work?  
6. What are the ethical practices and policies in hiring models?  











APPENDIX IV. TABLE 1 
 
TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS  
Gender Relationship status 
Female 14 Divorced 2 
Male 11 In a relationship 4 
 Nationality Married 5 
American  21 Separated 1 
Canadian  1 Single 13 
Dual Citizenship 1    
French 2    
Sexual Orientation College student status 
Bisexual 4 College student  1 
Gay or Lesbian 6 Non- college student 24 
Heterosexual 14    
Other 1    
Years of modelling  Age    
Lowest  1 Youngest  23 
Highest 45 Oldest  67 
Average 17 Average  43 
Highest degree or level of school completed Race & Ethnicity 
High school graduate/ diploma/ GED 3 White 14 
 Some college credit, no degree 3 Black 4 
 Associate degree 3 Hispanic 2 
Trade/technical/vocational training 2 Native American  1 
Bachelor’s degree 8 Asian  1 
Master’s degree 6 Mixed and other  3 










APPENDIX IV. TABLE 2 
 
 
Table 2: Work Description  
 
Work Organization 
Drink and Draw  16 
Drop-in studio 21 
Art school 24 
Employment status 
Employed for wages 3 
Retired 1 
Self-Employed 20 
Unable to work 1 
Full time/Part time 
Full time  4 
Part time 21 
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